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Ramblings at 9k by Skip Testut

“The Parts falling off this car are 
Genuine Porsche.” No, that’s not 
what I understood when I attended 
the February Tech Session at Mitch 
VanOstrand’s, but in some way it could 
be distilled down to something similar. 
Between PPP Thak’s musing on the 
meaning of “Porsche” and David 
Lipson’s and Bob Graham’s concerns 
about Porsche integrity, all in this issue, 
it’s enough to give even the most loyal 
of Porschephiles pause. Of course, to 
those of us who have attended tech 
sessions at the local, zone, and national 
levels for longer than some of our fellow 
members have had drivers’ licenses, 
mechanical imperfections are part of 
the game. If thoroughbred racehorses 
are a little high strung and not without 
weaknesses from the focus on breeding 
speed, well much the same could be 
said of our favorite steeds: Porsches. 
It’s not easy being a car designer these 
days, having to construct vehicles that 
are all things to all people. Most of us 
remember when a car could be either 
good for the street or good for the 
track, but not both. That, of course, was 
in the days before VarioCAM® and 
computer engine management systems. 
That was also in the days before 
buyers focused on Alcantra® and 
carbon fiber coated interiors, satellite 
radio, navigation systems, and active 
suspension management systems. 
People may complain that the modern 
car is not easy to repair and when it 
needs to be repaired it is expensive, but 
they’ve forgotten or never knew that 
the modern car rarely requires repairs. 
I’m old enough to remember when 
entire engines, even and especially 

Porsche engines, required extensive 
and expensive rebuilds at mileages 
unthinkably low by today’s standards. 
And let’s not even talk about items 
that used to be considered “routine 
maintenance,” but now seemingly last 
forever.  So, am I becoming an apologist 
for Dr. Ing h.c. F. Porsche AG? No, as 
Dick Jeffers opined in the last edition 
of The Redline, I think mistakes have 
been made that should not have been. 
$50,000 may be considered “entry 
level” in the world of Porsches, but it 
still demands a certain level of quality 
and engineering and factory integrity. 
There are some of us, apparently, who 
believe that Porsche should be held to 
a higher standard or face becoming just 
another builder of cars.

I give up. Back when I edited my first 
edition of The Redline Report I mused 
about the Cayenne and its meaning in the 
Porsche firmament. Okay, admittedly 
I trashed it, but it was only because I 
forgot that one of our members, Carol 
O’Hara, actually owned one and 
mistakenly thought I was on pretty safe 
ground, much like complaining about 
Democrats to Chuck Gladle. At least I 
got to know Carol, really, really, really 
well. Then came the Rambler love fest. 
Who would have known that so many 
of the CNY had not only owned one of 
the ‘Trabants of Kenosha,’ but also had 
actually liked and had fond memories 
of them? Certainly I didn’t. So in my 
last column I figure, why not be safe 
and make fun of Saturns, especially 
since it would be at Tom Ballog’s 
expense. What could be safer? Well, 
Tom, just as in the “X-Files,” you are 
not alone. Others may not possess 
the Saturn knowledge you have, but 
you cannot believe how many people 
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came up to me at Mitch’s Tech Session 
telling me that they liked Saturns. Dick 
Jeffers, owner of many fine motorcars 
over the years and currently owing 
a Boxster and a Triumph TR-6, not 
only confessed to liking Saturns, but 
reminded me (I had ridden with him 
once) that he currently owned one. To 
listen to Dick, his Saturn’s plastic body 
not only repels errant shopping carts in 
the Wegman’s parking lot but would 
probably spring back to its normal 
shape should it go head to head with 
a Hummer. The only one who didn’t 
complain was Uwe, whom I suspect 
owns a fleet of Saturns, but was afraid 
I’d really start pressuring him to write 
an article if he as much as admitted 
Saturn-fondness. So, I guess it’s back 
to making fun of Porsches. Only Hans 
will complain and he rarely submits 
articles, anyway.

Letters to the Editor

A Physicist takes Umbrage!

Dear Editor,

Your pithy “color” commentary can 
not go unanswered, especially since 
you spelled my name wrong!! As usual 
you are both right and wrong. Black 
is not a color. Black is the absence 
of light, no electromagnetic (EM) 
radiation, no energy to interact with 
our visual sensors, so black is not a 
color in a physical sense. A color is, to 
my mind, both a physical phenomenon 
and a human construct. EM radiation 
in a specific wavelength (or frequency) 
range (approx 400-740 nanometers) 
can be detected by our visual sensors, 
and these sensors transmit electrical 
signals to the visual cortex of our 

brain. The brain interprets these signals 
and assigns a label, a color, to each 
particular signal pattern. So white is 
a color, since white light is the broad 
EM radiation range that contains all 
the ROY G BIV wavelengths, which 
causes a signal pattern in the visual 
cortex that we label, the color white. 
Since we put a label to the absence of 
signal pattern  for black, than maybe 
we can define black as a color, in 
human language construct terms! All 
colors, as we perceive them, are pieces 
of the visible range of the EM radiation 
spectrum. The longest wavelengths we 
see as reds and the shortest as violets.

So all the great Porsche colors we 
enjoy, from Peru Red to Oak Green 
Metallic to Aubergine, are little slices 
of the EM spectrum, and hurrah for all 
of them!!

Okay, class dismissed. Start thinking 
Spring colors and Porsche driving 
days.

Doctor O. (Ed Olender )

I passed your letter by my science 
advisor, Dr. Mike Darminio, 
and even he doesn’t care.

Another response on 
Boxster Reliability...

I just got my Redline Report and 
saw Dick Jeffer’s article on “Boxster 
Reliability.” As you might recall, I did a 
tech summary of these issues, but it was 
Dick’s lament at Porsche the Company, 
i.e., that Porsche was sweeping under 
the rug all the M96 failure issues. 
If you look at similar lament in a 
letter to the editor in Panorama Feb 
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2011, page 60, by Mark Pillon, Mark 
writes “Panorama would better serve 
its members by taking a position of 
advocacy for its members ... .”

My personal lament is that I asked the 
President or another, high ranking- 
member of PCA, (via email from the 
web site), to consider doing a survey 
of owners to obtain the “real” rate of 
failures. (“One experiment is worth 50 
debates” - unknown original author but 
it was used by a great Dutch Cardiologist 
who invented the Octopus, Cornelius 
Borst). Their (PCA’s) comment back 
was that they had not the resources. My, 
my, I think I saw the financial statement 
that showed about $2 millions of assets.  
I consider their response akin to the 
shamed CEO of BP wanting to get his 
life back while oil spilled into the Gulf. 
PCA is supported by my dues and my 
voluntary participation at The Glen.

My indignation is that an organization 
I pay to sustain will not survey its 
members about a significant issue to 
the membership - M96 motors.  While 
the “preponderance of evidence” would 
not result in a liability to Porsche, since 
this is not a safety issue, it might help 
restore the good faith aspect.

While there have been three articles on 
the “Boxster Crisis,” there is another 
change afoot with Porsche. In the 
“Street Talk” column, page 65, almost 
64% of the new cars sold are Cayennes 
and Panameras. The enthusiasts’ cars 
are becoming a smaller part of Porsche’s 
business. While a Cayenne must be a 
tear to drive, I’m not interested in it, 
and from comments I’ve heard over 
the summer by other members of CNY 
PCA, most share a similar disinterest.  
FIAT disappeared from the US because 

of quality issues. If I recall another 
recent M96 article, there have been 
9(?) design changes in over 10 years. 
Two years ago, I wanted a new Boxster 
or Cabriolet. Now I won’t get any new 
model without 4 years of experience on 
the motor and car.  Interesting that the 
winter tech session will be a 996 IMS 
replacement.  I hope to have my Pelican 
Parts Boxster Projects book by then so 
I can take notes at the session. 

David Lipson

It’s not a non sequitur, 
It’s Mike!

I went to the Monster Truck Jam at 
the Carrier Dome on March 12. Grave 
Digger was there! 

Mike Darminio

Joyce explains the change 
in Tech Tactics

Greetings from cold and snowy 
Rushville! I take time away from 
shoveling a path for the dogs, trudging 
to the horse barn through knee-deep 
snow, digging the Mercedes out of the 
driveway ditch and opening a can of 
tuna for dinner to respond to Thak’s 
“Personal Lament” in our last issue of 
Redline.

First of all, I must say that I was 
amusingly relieved to realize how much 
fun Thak had at the Annual Banquet. 
While he bade me farewell with a “nice 
job” after the dinner that evening, 
little did I know that the frivolity at 
his table was such that he did not hear 
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my full explanation of the date and 
reason for the change in this year’s 
Tech Tactics. On a more serious note 
and as I reported at the CNY Annual 
Dinner, Zone 1 Tech Tactics has been 
plagued with a number of problems in 
recent years.  Lagging attendance and 
difficulty finding suitable venues within 
a reasonable driving distance of all 
members of Zone 1, were threatening 
to make this event a financial liability 
for the Zone.  The first effort to improve 
the “bottom line” was to combine the 
event with Zone 2.  From that point it 
went viral and with the poor financial 
outlook for a strictly Zone 1event, 
having it become a National event was 
an obvious and flattering solution.

I do not see this as a loss to Zone 1 but 
as a positive way to move forward.  
Zone 1 will always be the originator 
of this great event, which ran for 30 
consecutive years.  Now it will be open 
to all members of PCA.  There is a west 
coast counterpart planned for the week 
following our event in Easton, PA.  
This seems a much better solution than 
flogging along with a waning event 
that becomes a financial burden to our 
Zone and members.  Unless a similar 
situation befalls the Zone 1 Concours 
and Rally, Autocross and Club Race, I 
dare say they will be safely in the grips 
of Zone 1.  However, do remember that 
it takes participation in these events to 
keep them alive.

Make no mistake, Zone 1 and National 
PCA are our best friends and allies.  
You need only check the long list 
of support staff in the back of each 
issue of Panorama, Panorama, itself, 
the “Region Procedures Manual,” the 
“Parade Competition Rules,” which 
govern all our competitive events, 

the National insurance system, the 
collection of dues, the dissemination 
of world-wide Porsche marque 
information and on and on.  It is all 
available at our fingertips for a nominal 
yearly fee.  National has a great staff, 
our Zone has a great staff—it is Porsche 
camaraderie at its finest. 

Porsche Parades and Zone events – 
what are their benefits?  Just ask the 
Noroskis, the Daleys, the Turcos, the 
Gladles, the Holzers, Sallie and Jimmy.  
They will gladly tell you.  Aside 
from the ultimate camaraderie, there 
is a mass of technical information, 
competitive events-with and without 
your Porsche, the opportunity to see 
rare and prestigious Porsches of all ilk, 
great food, tours, lectures, planning and 
reminiscing.  Chuck and I have made 
good friends from all over the country—
including Alaska [Joyce, can you 
see Rushville from there? Ed.].  
It is a highlight of the year to reconnect 
with these great folks.

See you at an event soon!
Joyce Gladle

E-Mail Notification of Events

If you are not receiving e-mail 
notification of our CNY Region events, 
please e-mail me at gladleja@aol.com 
and let me know.

As many of you know, I try to send out 
a “Save The Date” and a final notice of 
each of our CNY events 10 days or so 
prior to the event as a reminder.  I send 
these as blind copies so your e-mail 
address is not revealed, thus ensuring 
your privacy.  I do not, of course, give 
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your e-mail address to anyone and only 
two officers have access to members’ 
e-mail addresses.

For the last several months I have been 
using the National PCA “e-mailer” 
option.  This means that if you did not 
provide your e-mail address when you 
joined PCA, or if your e-mail address 
has changed since you joined, you will 
not receive our CNY information.

Please let me know if you would like to 
receive these notices.  It is a quick fix 
and I will be glad to help with it.

Joyce Gladle

CNY PCA Safety Chairman 
News

I extend my very sincere thanks to Ed 
Hurd for his service to CNY Region 
over the past 6 years while serving 
as CNY PCA Safety Chairman.  Ed 
has decided to step down from this 
position.

An avid driver who knows his way 
around Porsche cars and mechanics 
in general, Ed has been a great asset 
to our organization.  We extend our 
thanks to him for his time and efforts 
on our behalf.

Stepping in as Safety Chairman is 
Chris Whaley. Chris and his family 
are relatively new members in CNY 
Region. Chris is also an avid driver.  He 
is well qualified for this position as he 
has extended knowledge of mechanics 
and safety procedures.

We wish Chris well in this position.  If 
you have any safety concerns that you 

Giving Thanks to the CNY PCA

Thank you very much for your most 
generous donation to our Emergency 
Assistance Program, and your 
thoughtfulness to the food pantry.  Your 
gift of large amount of food which has 
been directed to our pantry at 100 
Main Street, to help defray the costs of 
serving the poor who come to Catholic 
Charities for assistance. During the 
month of March & April, the Alan 
Feinstein Foundation will be matching 
donations.

As you know, there hasn’t been a 
time when the needs of those in our 
community have been greater, and we 
are most appreciative of your support. 
We are grateful to you for recognizing 
the needs of others and acting so 
generously.

On behalf of our agency and the 
Emergency Assistance Program, thank 
you for helping us carry out our mission 
of serving the poor and vulnerable of 
our society who must turn to us in their 
time of need.

Kathy Pfaffenbach, Supervisor
Emergency Assistance Program

Daniel L. Yeager, Executive Director
Catholic Charities – Broome County

need assistance with, please contact 
Chris at safetychair@cnypca.org.

Joyce Gladle
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Lady at the Wheel By Joyce Gladle, President-CNY PCA   

Wow!  The snow has finally melted.  As soon as it started to melt, CNY PCA burst 
into bloom with what I like to call “silly season.”

“Silly season” is that first rush of the year when we are finally unleashed to begin 
to enjoy all things Porsche.  And they come on fast and furious. Of course, we 
need our Tech Sessions at this time of year to get that P-car in top condition for the 
driving season. We are fortunate in CNY to have some very capable Porsche gurus 
and Porsche shops to teach us some tricks of the trade to keep our cars looking 
beautiful and purring down the highway.

Then the tracks begin to come alive for our hardcore CNY drivers as well as those 
members trying their hand at a racetrack for the first time. Spring is a great time 
for driving through the countryside so the Rallies also begin.  And what would 
spring be without a party or two? It just seems like we have a wonderful variety of 
activities from which to choose.  Something for everyone-literally!

We are very fortunate to be located within striking distance of one of the premier 
road racing courses in America, Watkins Glen International. Not more than 2 hours 
away for almost all of us in CNY, is a golden opportunity to witness just about 
every type of racing America has to offer. Amateur, semi-pro or professional, 
WGI has it all. Don’t let the summer pass without seeing some of these races in 
person. You certainly won’t regret it.

While you are in the village of Watkins Glen, be sure to take in the world-class 
International Motor Racing Research Center on Decatur Street, a mere block off 
the main drag (Route 14). You won’t believe what exhibits and archives they have 
to share.

In addition to our local events, we may also take part in our Zone 1 events and 
choose from several National PCA events offered each year. Coming up very soon 
is the PCA Club Race, “The Clash at Watkins Glen,” and the Zone 1 Concours 
and Rally.

Information on all these events can be found right here in our excellent newsletter.  
Check it out from cover to cover so you don’t miss a thing. The activities will be 
described in detail so you can make your plans to enjoy the 2011 driving season 
in style with your Porsche and your Porsche friends.

Remember, It’s not just the cars, it’s the people.
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CNY-PCA Willkommen Wagen
By Connie Turco, Membership Chair

Total Number of Members: 520 (296 full and 224 affiliates) We keep growing!

We have 3 new members:
 
Mohamed Ali & Barbara Haskell, Whitney Point, 1989 911 Carrera, Red
John Patchett, Syracuse, 1995 993, Black
Edward Smith, Freeville, 1984 911, Black
 
ANNIVERSARIES:
30 YEARS:   Joe Holzer (April 1981)
15 YEARS:   James Buhay (April 1996)
                      Brad Hall (April 1996) 
10 YEARS:   Neal Coffey  (April 2001)
                      George Couch (April 2001)
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PPP Thak by Thak Chaloemtiarana   

Are You (still) a Porschephile?

One of the things I do in my 
work (yes, even in retirement) 
is to study and write about 

issues of identity.  Although I will not 
bore you with the intricacies of this 
concept, I will at the least outline what I 
mean by identity.  Identity is associated 
with self-image (psychology), role 
behavior (sociology), and self-hood 
(anthropology).  It is how we define 
ourselves in different situations and it 
is what makes us distinct from others 
as individuals or as members of a larger 
community. But before Mike Darminio 
complains that I am being pedantic and 
boring again (he is still trying to figure 
out what avatar means), let me begin 
by telling you a well-circulated bar 
joke, one that I am sure that even Mike 
will understand.

The joke:  
A weather beaten man is sitting 
enjoying his rye whiskey at a bar 
when an attractive woman enters and 
proceeds to sit by his side at the bar.  
She orders Campari and water.  After a 
while she turns to ask the man “I have 
been told that I can find a cowboy in 
this bar, are you he?”
The man slaps the dust off his chaps 
and replies “Ma’am, when I get up in 
the morning I think about cows, I want 
to be with cows all day long, and even 
at night I want to be with my cows.  
Yes, you are right, I am a cowboy.”  
After saying this, he returns to his rye.  
But after a short time, he remembers 
his manners and asks the attractive 
woman, “By the way Ma’am, what are 
you?”

The woman replies “From the time I 
wake up I think about girls, I want to 
be with them all day, and especially at 
night I long for girls. I am a lesbian.” 
After she finishes her drink she leaves.
Soon after, another attractive woman 
takes her barstool with the thought of 
hitting on the cowboy.  As an icebreaker 
she asks, “So, they tell me that you are 
a cowboy.”  The now puzzled man 
looks at the woman and replies, “I 
always thought that I was a cowboy, 
but I guess I am actually a lesbian.”

Before any of you go running to report 
me to the thought police I want to offer 
a caveat and a disclaimer.  The story I 
tell does not reflect my position on gay 
rights, homophobia, PETA, sodomy, 
or perverse sexual acts [About now, 
you’re expecting me to make 
comments about the author’s 
“positions,” but it’s far too easy 
a target, so I won’t. Ed.].  I tell 
the story to illustrate that one’s identity 
is contingent, fluid, and impermanent 
in spite of the belief that identity is 
permanent and monolithic.

For many years since buying my first 
Porsche in 1971 (the 356A which I 
had written about previously) and 
acquiring seven more after that, I had 
considered myself a true Porschephile 
and a cognoscenti of the Porsche 
marque.  And up to the time I bought 
my ‘newest’ Porsche which is the 1987 
911 Turbo, I could recite all the models 
that came before it.  I can also tell 
you their mechanical features, engine 
displacements, brake specifications, 
wheel sizes, and other minutiae that 
you would care to ask me.  I also 
know the ‘features’ that made them 
desirable or undesirable, even down 
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to the type of chain tensioner ramps 
to avoid.  To me, Porsche cars were 
special cars, every one of them.  They 
were a different breed from my daily 
drivers and getting into a Porsche was 
a privilege and a joy.

The fact that I have not purchased a 
new Porsche in over a decade and a 
half has puzzled me to no end.  Why is 
this so?  And do I still consider myself 
a Porschephile, an automotive identity 
that I have assumed for several decades?  
Or have I reverted to an identity I had 
before my encounter and fascination 
with Porsche cars?  That identity was 
of course as a ‘car buff.’

In a mind that is still stuck in the 1980s, 
I hold on to the received truth that 
Porsche only made sporting cars for 
the purist.  There were just a handful 
of models available and picking one 
that suits one’s fancy and pocket book 
was not difficult.  Back then, I had no 
trouble giving advice to friends and 
acquaintances about which Porsche to 
buy and which to avoid.  I felt good 
about being a Porsche fanatic and one 
who was in the know.

This situation has unfortunately 
changed.  By the mid 1990’s because of 
the need to survive or for other reasons, 
Porsche fell prey to the marketing 
folks who wanted to sell more cars by 
broadening the market base and appeal.  
This meant that features that appeal to a 
larger spectrum of drivers used to their 
luxurious daily drivers have crept into 
most models.  It is ironic to see that to 
satisfy the real drivers of sports cars, 
Porsche was forced to issue special 
editions known as models with ‘delete 
options’ to make those sports models 

light and lithe as the old 356s and 
early 911s.  To support my contention, 
you must know that Porsche has just 
released two of these lightweight 
cars—the Boxster Spyder, and the 
GT3RS.  Of course the marketing folks 
have the gall to sell these stripped down 
models for more money.   In addition, 
if you read the review of these cars in 
the April 2011 edition of Excellence 
magazine, you will find the reviewers 
raving about these ‘purest Porsche’ 
sports cars that reminded them of the 
real Porsches of yore.  I suspect that 
we might in the future read about a 
comparison between the GT3RS and 
the real 911RS at some point.

When I was really into Porsches, the 
model line up was no more than ten at 
any time, including the special editions.  
Take the 911, for example.  There were 
the plane-Jane 911, 911T, 911E, 911S, 
911 SC, 911 Carrera, with Targa and 
Cabriolet versions.  Later on came the 
930 and the 911 Turbo, Speedster, and 
a few others.  All together these models 
spanned a period of nearly three 
decades.  Even if we included the 914, 
the 924 models, and the 944 models, 
they do not even come close to what 
the current group of marketing geniuses 
have imposed upon the general public 
and many old time Porschephiles like 
myself.

Does any one know how many Porsche 
models there are TODAY? Well, I 
checked the Dr. Ing.h.c. F. Porsche AG 
website and counted a mind-boggling 
thirty-nine models for 2011.  The 
breakdown is four Boxster models, three 
Cayman, four Cayenne, six Panamera, 
and twenty-two 911 models.  How on 
earth can one keep all this straight?  
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No longer are all these cars ‘special,’ 
but we need the marketing folks and 
automotive reviewers to tell us which 
model is now considered ‘special’ or a 
pure Porsche.

Don’t get me wrong, Porsche cars are 
still exciting products, but I challenge 
you to try to distinguish a 997 from a 
BMW sports sedan while driving one, 
that is.  My brother has a 2005 996 and 
every time I visit him he asks whether 
I would like to take his car out for a 
spin.  I usually decline because driving 
the 996 is a just a tad better than 
driving my 2002 Suburban.  Unlike 
the mechanical sounds made by the 
engines in my 914-6 or 930, the 996 
and 997 do not give a hint that there 
is an angry flat-six engine in back of 
the car.  The new cars do not emit the 
visceral scream of the small bore 2.2S 
engine in my 914-6 GT clone track car 
when it revs beyond 5000 rpm.  I also 
miss a steering wheel that transmits 
every dip and bump when driving a 
996 with power assisted steering that 
has a somewhat inert feel to them.  The 
original Porsche purposeful but spartan 
cockpit now imitates a Jaguar where 
the driver is cosseted (love this word) 
in an opulent cocoon.   Even the Fuchs 
alloys, which for decades defined the 
Porsche identity are now gone, replaced 
by a myriad of wheel designs that look 
no different from those found on a Kia 
or Hyundai.

I must admit that my disappointment 
with the current Porsche models and 
this resulting rant stems from reading 
Chris Harris’ editorial in the February 
2011 edition of Excellence.   In that 
editorial, Chris takes Porsche to task 
accusing the company of mistreating 

the current batch of 911s.  He finds 
the ubiquity and range of 911 models  
‘mystifying.’  He and I think that the 
marketing department has taken the 
‘specialness’ out of the flagship 911 
by trying to make it appeal to a larger 
market base and not just car buffs.  In 
the olden days, if you drove a 911, it 
was a sign of good taste and it gave the 
driver a sense of identity.  Nowadays, 
one has to ask 911 drivers a follow 
up question: and which model do you 
drive?  Porschephiles, now morphed 
into ‘Porsche snobs’ would pay little 
attention that you drove a 997 unless 
it was a GT3, GT2, or the GT3RS, 
which are the ‘pure Porsches.’ Joe 
Holzer used to win the late 911 tech 
quiz at Parade.  I wonder if even Joe 
with his elephantine memory can keep 
all the models and variations straight.  
Perhaps Joe is also frustrated because 
he has recently turned his considerable  
analytical skills to fixing the Lucasitis 
that has afflicted his Range Rover. 

Now comes the question to readers:  
What advice would you give me if 
I wanted to buy a new or used newer 
Porsche that is reasonably priced and 
one that could be considered a ‘pure 
Porsche?’  Your Redline Report editor 
and I have had these discussions a 
myriad times and we have yet to reach 
a conclusion.  Luckily for Skip, who 
for lack of a conclusion to the question 
above has decided to hold on to his 
Honda S2000 and has even bought 
a Jeep (the sports car for GenX).  At 
least, the S2000 does not suffer from 
an identity crisis.  It is still the one and 
only Honda sports car.  It will remain 
so even after Honda has stopped 
production. As for me, although I am 
eager to upgrade or to modernize my 
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fleet of Porsches, I still have a tough time giving up on my 914-6 and my 930 
because they still epitomize ‘pure Porsches.’  Alternatively, instead of selling 
these old Porsches and replacing them with a newer one, should I save my quickly 
dwindling cash reserves and spend what I have to fix that pesky oil leak in my 
930 or, better yet, plunk $20,000 down to restore my 914-6 to its original color 
(orange) and to rebuild the engine so Skip will stop complaining about my fogging 
up his windshield when driving behind me  [At least Ed Olender rebuilt 
his engine! Ed.].

You can send me advice, opinions, money contributions etc. to my address or 
by email at tc17@cornell.edu.  I am now a confused car buff whose identity as a 
Porschephile is now de-centered.  But like that cowboy at the bar, I, like him, am 
beginning to think that I am actually a lesbian.             RL
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The Alternative Line 
By Joe Holzer

Ooh La La…

Some things just demand 
responses.  I now understand 
Drivers Ed with the PCA.  

According to Dr Kimberley Phillips, 
a primatologist at Trinity University in 
San Antonio, Texas,  her studies of MRI 
tests on female capuchin monkeys can 
explain why male capuchin monkeys 
seem to wash with their urine.  Really!?  
It took a huge government funded study 
to discover that the males’ urine had a 
higher concentration of testosterone 
when the females were actively seeking 
males?  Has she never heard of Internet 
porn?

I have more than a few questions 
unresolved.  Exactly how did she know 
the females were “interested,” and how 
did she keep them that way while they 
had to hold still long enough to get an 
MRI image?  If you have had one, can 
you tell me where on the continuum 
from bored to tears to terrified by the 
clanks of the machine which you are 
captured within was the “sexually 
aroused” sweet spot, and how did she 
know it?

That males will do strange things to 
attract females I have no doubt.  Again, 
I refer you to Internet porn.  But having 
been married to a female for almost 38 
years now following what I suspect 
was a fairly typical dating existence 
(maybe better described as “begging” 
;-), “self-delusional” seems a far better 
description for most of the seeming 
enthusiasm exhibited by females in porn 
which is directed by men than anything 

remotely resembling “insightful”, so I 
am trying, without very much success, 
to envision the mechanics and logistics 
of such a study of monkey behaviors.  
If you were a monkey, or even a human 
who had the objective explained to you, 
how long could you remain aroused 
while NASA did its “space probing” 
all around you?

The gist of the good doctor’s 
prognostication is that male monkeys 
engage in washing themselves with 
their urine for much the same reason 
as we gray-haired guys buy Porsches 
and then decide to participate in Driver 
Ed.  Having made ourselves smell bad, 
but gotten that slick external sheen, we 
discover it ain’t all it’s cracked up to be.  
We want to do something else as long 
as we’re not busy right at this time.  So 
we discover that testosterone may have 
gotten us there, but adrenalin is what 
keeps us coming back.  As with sex, 
none of us had any idea WHY we felt 
compelled to do it the first time.  We 
just DID.  But most of us can certainly 
explain why we STILL feel compelled 
today, long after the “natural order” has 
faded into memory.  And my opinion 
suggests that the adrenal high makes 
me just as much a “junkie” as any meth 
addict.  MY problems stem from the 
“mind is willing but the body is weak” 
syndrome.

Quick test: how many of you have no 
idea what I mean by Internet porn?  
Sure.  And how many of you dads out 
there with 15 year old daughters told 
them the same thing your wives’ dads 
told them at that same age, and which 
they, and you, did everything possible 
to circumvent?  I am far from a “liberal” 
when it comes to social mores, but I’ll 
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bet few of you took my pragmatic approach with my daughter at that age; I told 
her that nature spent the past billion years preparing her to mate, so there was 
damn little I could expect to do to prevent it, but that Merck, Lilly and a bunch of 
others had spent the past few decades making motherhood no longer inevitable, 
and some latex product makers were doing the same for the probability of STDs.  
What MY job really involved was making sure she was as well informed about 
all that was involved, and all the repercussions there from so as to make informed 
decisions which would not ruin her life.  I think I have succeeded, but time will 
tell.

Drivers’ Ed is really little different.  Most run groups last longer than most sexual 
encounters (am I right, ladies? ;-) and the afterglow can be every bit as powerful 
based on the bench racing I observe.  It’s usually, though not always, a lot less 
messy as well.  And it (thankfully) doesn’t involve washing with your urine.  Save 
that for the shower in the evening, and get a two-fer!

Another Beautiful Day for the Winter Rally
By Joyce Gladle

CNY’s annual winter pilgrimage through the hills and dales of Tompkins 
County was once again greeted by a beautiful, sunny winter’s day.  That’s 
not to say that we haven’t run it in snow in the past--we have—but, more 

often than not, we have a beautiful day.

Our Rally Masters, Rick and Joann Holt had their hands full setting up this rally.  
Thanks to the snowstorm the day before, Rick and Joann were out bright and 
early Sunday morning checking to see where the plows had been.  After a few 
last-minute changes, Rick arrived at the rally start point just in time to hold the 
drivers’ meeting.

Everyone started from downtown Ithaca but Rick got us out into the country very 
quickly.  The directions were spot-on and the roads were excellent for the Porsche 
winter substitutes.  The route was beautiful and took us through meadows, 
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The Group awaits the start of the annual Winter Rally in Ithaca.
From L-->R: Ed Hurd, Randy Martin, Chuck Gladle, Rick Holt 
(Rallymaster), Lin Hurd, Nick Martin, and Cathy Alberson (back). 
Photo courtesy of Wayne Kunkel.

pastures, along creeks, through huge pines and even over a quaint covered bridge.  
Very well done Rick and Joann!

Once back at the Holt hacienda, everyone settled into the usual Porsche and 
family talk.  After some great appetizers we dug into the pizza and chili to stave 
off the chill of the day.  Then it was on to exchanging our “team” strategies for 
the NASCAR Challenge and off to the living room or theater room to watch the 
Daytona 500.  There was a lot of hootin’ and hollarin’ and cheering while the 
NASCAR boys treated us to a record number of cautions along with some great 
lessons in drafting.

2011 WINTER RALLY FINAL RESULTS
    1st         Cathy and Dan Alberson
    2nd        Sue and Colin Penny
    3rd         Joyce and Chuck Gladle
    4th         Lin and Ed Hurd
    5th         Peg and Bill Kohnke
    6th         Randy and Nick Martin
    7th         Linda and Wayne Kunkel

Our hearty thanks to Joann, Rick and Joann’s Mom, Joan, for their fine hospitality 
and another great Winter Rally and Daytona 500 Party!            RL
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Autocross Update - April 20 By Wayne Kunkel

While practically everyone else was in DeRuyter at the Winter Tech 
Session, your humble autocross servant was at the State Fairgrounds 
attempting to secure additional autocross times and locations. My goal 

was to find additional asphalt racetracks in the CNY PCA area for more autocross 
events.

The Motor Sports Expo was well attended and had many booths with vendors not 
usually seen at Porsche events. If I were going to start running a DIRT track car 
this event, in the Center of Progress Building, would be the first stop for me.

Many years ago several of us had talked about a CNY PCA night at Rolling Wheels 
raceway in Elbridge but nothing ever came to pass. Just as the F1 people make 
fun of the NASCAR set, I, initially, looked down my nose at the dirt trackers as 
I walked past the displays. I did come to my senses when I saw some gorgeous 
racecars with engines putting out over 700 HP. These people are salt of the earth 
county-fried racers who like their speed a little dirty. They are also somewhat 
certifiably nuts for putting that light a car with that much HP on a dirt track.

2 potential CNY autocross sites were located. The first is the paved track by Ft. 
Drum in Evans Mills, NY. It is owned by the Caprara bothers of Watertown. The 
2nd is the Shangrila2 Speedway in Tioga Center, NY. As of now we are leaning 
towards the Southern Tier site for the recently vacated fall tour date of Oct. 2, 
2011. The weather is more predictable in Tioga Center in October than Watertown 
and our installed customer base (that would be our membership) favors a southern 
tier site.

If you have modified your Porsche enough then you are ready to run in a new class 
for SCCA beginning next year. Most of the older 911s were relegated to A Street 
Prepared, now they are being lumped with older Corvettes, 944 Turbos, and older 
BMW M-3’s. Following is a release from SCCA on this class:

STREET PREPARED 
-  Based on feedback received from the membership the SPAC feels that it is time 

for an additional Street Prepared class to be added to the category. This class 
will fit “between” the current CSP and BSP classes by creating a new class des-
ignated G Street Prepared and re-lettering other classes. Cars currently classed 
in FSP will be moved to GSP, cars classed in DSP moved to FSP, and most cars 
classed in CSP moved to DSP. This will leave a “new” CSP to be filled with 
popular 2 and 4 seat sports cars and sports sedans such as the BMW E36 M3, 
Nissan 350Z, Honda S2000, Chevy Corvette (C4), Audi TT and other cars of 
similar drive train configurations and/or performance potential. The proposed 
changes are as follows: 

-  Create a new class named G Street Prepared 
-  Move from FSP to GSP all cars currently classed in FSP 
-  Move from DSP to FSP all cars currently classed in DSP 
-  Move from CSP to DSP all cars currently classed in CSP with the exception of 

the cars listed below:
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Audi
TT (1.8T, FWD & Quattro) 
TT (3.2L, Quattro) 
Quattro Turbo Coupe 

Pontiac & Saturn 
Fiero (V6)

- Move from BSP to CSP: 
BMW

M Coupe, M Roadster, & Z3 (6-cyl) 
M3 (All E36 chassis) 
M3 (E46 chassis) 
Z4 30i 

Chevrolet 
Corvette (1953-54) 
Corvette (1955-57) 
Corvette (1958-62) 
Corvette (1963-67) 
Corvette (1968-82) 
Corvette (1984-96) (all) 

Chrysler 
Crossfire & Crossfire SRT6 

Honda S2000 (All) 
Mazda 

RX-7 Turbo (1986-92) 
RX-8 

Mercedes-Benz 
CLK 320 & CLK 32 AMG 
SLK 350 

Nissan & Datsun 
240Z, 260Z, 280Z 
280ZX & 280ZX Turbo 
300ZX Turbo (1984-89) 
300ZX Turbo (1990-96) 
350Z 

Pontiac & Saturn 
Firebird Firehawk SLP (1990-92) (3rd gen, 383cid) 
Firebird Firehawk SLP (1993-2002) (4th gen, 383cid) 

Porsche 
911 (3.2L max, non-turbo) (1965-89) 
911 Carrera 2 
911 Club Sport 
911 (non-turbo, NOC) 
914/6 (all) 
924 (all incl. Turbo) 
944 (all incl. Turbo) 
928 
968 

       Boxster & Cayman (all)
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My First Sports Car Race 
By Richard D. Jeffers

At the end of 2001, I retired 
after 28 years in Engineering/
Engineering Management. 

Actually, my employer gave me no 
choice (if you know what I mean). 
Consequently I suddenly found myself, 
not unhappily, with more time to 
enjoy my Porsche and to start reading 
the backlog of books that had been 
accumulating on the shelves in my 
home office. The first book that I pulled 
down was The Last Open Road by Burt 
Levy, which my wife had given me 
on Christmas 1994 (how time flies!). 
The fiction of “BS” Levy magically 
transported me back to 1952 and the 
time when I acquired my lifelong 
fascination with the automobile. In 
that year my father took me to my 
first auto races: stock cars at the 1/4 
mile, paved, Brewerton Speedway in 
central NY. Dad was the manager of 
the A&P grocery store in Phoenix, NY 
and knew several of the drivers, who 
were customers of his, which made 
me feel somehow “connected” to the 
racing at this venue. The same year my 
best friend, Bill Kisselstein, attended 
his second consecutive Watkins Glen 
Grand Prix with his parents.
   
Over the winter of 1952-53, Bill and I 
raced toy cars on the living room rug 
and cross-pollinated ourselves with 
stories of our racing adventures. In 
1953, Bill and his father joined us at 
Brewerton and I bought my first copy 
of Road & Track magazine. However, 
it took me until 1955 to convince my 
parents to spend some of their valuable 
vacation time attending a Sports Car 
race. We went to the Sports Car Trophy 

Races at Edenvale, Ontario on August 
13th. I remember that we spent the night 
in a crummy motel with a leaky roof, in 
Barrie, and that it rained during most of 
the races. We parked on the inside of 
this airport course, near the start/finish 
line, the grassy apron between the line 
of parked cars and the track providing 
the main protection for spectators (I 
don’t remember as much as a rope 
barrier). At first I was disappointed at 
the apparent slow speed of the cars but 
later realized that this perception was 
the result of our not being right up close 
to the track, like in the grandstand at 
Brewerton. It also took us several races 
to figure out that the exciting places to 
watch from were the corners and not 
the straight-aways. A highlight of the 
event was standing behind the row of 
race cars during the LeMans-type start 
of the feature race. A Lotus 6 with an 
MG engine, driven by Bill Klinck, won 
this race. Second and third places were 
taken by the Mercedes Benz 300SL 
coupes of Paul Van Antwerpen and 
George Arents Jr., respectively. John 
Shakespeare placed well in his Ferrari 
212 Barchetta. Other races were won 
by a Siata Amica Spyder, Renault 
4CV, MG TC, AC Ace, Triumph TR2, 
OSCA MT4 and Paul Van Antwerpen’s 
Mercedes. The entry list included 
six Porsches (3 speedsters, 2 supers 
and an America). Driving away from 
the track on narrow secondary roads, 
my sports car fervor reached a zenith 
as our lumbering Dodge sedan was 
overtaken by a succession of nimble 
Austin Healeys, Triumphs, MGs and a 
lone Swallow Doretti. Thus began an 
addiction that has persisted to this day.
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THE NORTHERN SENTINEL By Bob Graham

THINGS I WONDER ABOUT . . .

Now I don’t necessarily lie awake pondering these questions, but I thought y’all 
might like to join me in chewing on them a bit, as it were:

Now that we’ve seen the second race of the 2011 F1 season, better known as •	
“The Great Malaysian Tire-Change Extravaganza,” I find myself wondering 
about the bizarre means the FIA employs to generate more overtaking – and 
thus to end the mind-numbing processions we see all too frequently. How 
would I improve things? I know! How about requiring the winner of the last 
race and his teammate to drive the next race with one arm tied behind their 
backs – and a patch over one eye? Makes as much sense as adjustable wings 
drivers are only allowed to move at certain times, and designed-to-be-crappy 
tires that need to be changed after just a few laps. Asked about what he’d do 
to promote overtaking, Williams Grand Prix’s Patrick Head didn’t hesitate: 
“Ban wings,” was his answer. But he quickly added that would never happen, 
given the resulting loss of ad space on the cars.

On this same note, I wonder if Pirelli is counting upon its exposure as F1 tire-•	
supplier to benefit sales of its road tires. Hard to sell the idea they’re durable 
when people watch GP cars cycle in and out of the pits for fresh rubber every 
few laps.

Peter De Lorenzo (“The Autoextremist”) predicts the imminent end of Saab •	
as parent firm Spyker desperately seeks cash infusions to stay afloat.  Must 
confess I wondered about Saab riding very far on this shaky horse when the 
deal was first announced. A boutique carmaker taking over a much larger 
firm like Saab? Remember Spyker’s abortive foray into F1? Didn’t last long 
before the Dutch firm withdrew, its financing exhausted. With Spyker bailing, 
will Saab find another White Knight, this time with a better horse? I hope 
so. Sad that “economy of scale” has so dictated the re-shaping of the world 
automotive market in the past 25 years.

How will Texas fare with its current proposal to enact an 85-mph speed limit? •	
With gas prices at their present levels, the timing may be questionable, PR-
wise (but then, Texans don’t seem to worry much about what the rest of the 
country thinks). More importantly, what about the actual outcome of a speed 
limit hike of this kind, if it is enacted? Obviously, it would be foolish to 
extrapolate that doing so opens the door to increased limits around the rest 
of the country; with its miles and miles of nothing but miles and miles Texas 
is much different than say, Connecticut. Having just returned from a trip to 
Florida I’ve developed a lot of respect for most people on the road; while a 
few weave in and out of traffic at unwise speeds and others just potter along, 
car-buncles on the posterior of progress, 95% drive reasonably, attracting little 
or no attention to themselves. Short answer for me is that most people drive 
speeds at which they’ve become comfortable. On interstates today, given 
favorable weather and traffic conditions this seems to be within a ten-mph 
“envelope” above the posted limit. Law-enforcement appears to concede this 
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envelope. What Texas is proposing may well be appropriate for conditions 
there, although again as natural resource conservation PR it obviously sucks.

And finally, how does the Porsche Club of America rank as a members’ •	
advocate? Not having seen evidence of such activity published in Porsche 
Panorama I don’t know the answer to this question. But part of the raison 
d’etre of an organization such as PCA is to represent members’ concerns 
to the company that builds the cars and sells them (this charge is tacitly 
acknowledged in the PCA Mission Statement).  And face it: a club like PCA 
with its large membership has a bully pulpit – if it chooses to use that pulpit. 
As a parallel, I remember the Mercedes-Benz Club of America convening 
a “summit,” if you will, involving club leadership and officials from M-B 
USA a few years ago to discuss the well-known quality problems the marque 
was experiencing at the time. Dialogue from this gathering was published 
in The Star, MBCA’s club magazine; members were informed that Daimler 
acknowledged the problem, and told what the company was doing to rectify 
things.  Obviously, no cars, not even Porsches, are perfect; inevitably, owners 
encounter problems that lead to frustration if a problem seems widespread 
and the dealer-distributor network seems unsympathetic to the concern.  A 
perfect time for a club to act as “ombudsman,” right? I hope that PCA takes 
this responsibility seriously.

But putting “wonderments” aside for now, it is spring, and time once again to 
Drive in its Finest Form!   
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Spring is Almost Here – 
Time to Get Back to Work 
on the Fleet! By Brian Daley

Back a few issues ago I 
mentioned a little mishap with 
my 1991 944S2 Cabriolet. On 

a beautiful morning the week before 
one of our CNY PCA Regional events 
I took the red cab out for a top-down 
road test. It didn’t end well.

I found the vehicle on my way to work 
one morning a couple of years ago, 
under a tarp parked in a driveway and, 
long story short, bought it. After the 
cleaning and deferred maintenance 
tasks were completed and an electrical 
diagnosis for a no-start problem solved 
by one of our resident 944 experts - she 
ran great - started right up, plenty of 
acceleration through the rpm range and 
almost 30 mpg on road trips. That’s the 
good news. 

Bad news – the first time I took her on 
a short trip I ran out of gas! Turned out 
the fuel gauge would show full when 
filled up but did not go below half tank 
on the gauge. Because I didn’t drive it 
every day I lost track of when I filled 
up last or how many miles I put on it 
and on the way home from a business 
meeting in Rochester I ran the tank dry 
on Route 104 about 45 miles west of 
home. A couple of gallons delivered 
courtesy of Roadside Assistance and 
a fill up at the next gas station got me 
home. In addition to the faulty fuel 
sender the gas tank had holes in it from 
the previous owner carelessly installing 
stereo equipment on the back deck of 
the rear hatch.

One of the many benefits of being a PCA 
member is the networking that happens 
naturally when you attend events and 
meetings with like-minded car nuts. In 
this case a brief discussion of my issues 
with Dan Deegan of Niagara Region 
resulted in him providing a donor gas 
tank he had just removed from one of 
his customer’s cars so he could install 
a fuel cell. Once installed (not an easy 
job for a hack mechanic on his back on 
the garage floor) not only was the fuel 
smell gone but the fuel gauge worked.

Back to the original story – So, I’m 
cruising to work on a gorgeous morning 
and just as I’m thinking I finally have 
all the bugs out and I can just drive and 
enjoy this fabulous vehicle the car stops 
running about 7 miles from my home. 
Nothing, dead, not even a whimper! I 
call Chris White (the same CW that got 
the initial no-start issue figured out) and 
he talked me through some steps but 
nothing worked. It was like someone 
turned off the ignition key while I was 
driving. In essence that turned out to be 
what happened. The original problem 
was due to the removal of the stereo 
by the previous owner’s son before I 
bought the car. Chris determined with 
the help of his wiring diagrams that 
we needed to ground a certain wire. 
Once that was done she fired right up. 
Evidently PORSCHE believes that if 
someone steals your radio you don’t 
deserve to drive to the store to buy a 
new one. You have to have it flat bedded 
someplace as the ignition system is 
totally disabled. It seemed that problem 
decided to crop up again on my drive 
to work that morning. After having it 
towed home and changing vehicles 
(see there is a method to my madness) I 
went to work and figured I’d deal with 
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it another day. Chris came over with his electrical diagnostic skills and determined 
it was the alarm system again. Once we disconnected it from the circuitry it fired 
right up - AGAIN! 

Since the top was down that fateful morning I had it towed back to my house 
it was still down when we got it running again. This was the weekend before 
the Vintage Races at WGI 2010. Chris & I were planning on crewing for Jim 
VanNorstrand that weekend so we had crew passes to get in Thursday morning. 
We agreed that if I towed the S2 to the track behind my RV we could work on it 
over the long weekend and sort out the problems with the alarm/wiring system. 
As usual I left things to the last minute and Wednesday night about 9pm I went 
to unload the 928 from the trailer so I could put the 944S2 on it. As I was getting 
ready to move things around I thought maybe I should start the S2 and put the top 
up (it was raining that night and rain was in the forecast for the weekend). It fired 
right up of course BUT the top would not go up!

I called Chris about 10pm to tell him not to worry about packing up the tools, 
books and equipment we’d need for the electrical work because the cars would 
not be joining us. Since Chris always has more irons in the fire than a Siamese 
twin blacksmith, I knew he hadn’t loaded up things for the next morning’s event.

So, here I sit in mid-March 2011 on a sunny 40 degree late winter day and my 
thoughts turn to spring, opening up the doors and windows of the building and 
getting the vehicles that have been stored for the winter out in the air and sunshine 
and – for once and finally – get that 944S2 Cabriolet roadworthy so I can put some 
miles on that fabulous 3.0 liter, 16-valve, 208 hp motor. If successful you’ll see it 
at one of our 2011 events, if not – does anyone need a boat anchor?!           RL
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My Stab At Club Racing
By Stephen Vasina

When I was 3 months old, I 
was found rolling out of a 
pop-up camper at Watkins 

Glen racetrack by my mother.  When 
it was my father’s turn to watch me, 
he put me in the cockpit of a Formula 
Vee rather than a playpen so he could 
work on the car.  I remember when I 
was three, my parents’ friend, Ray 
Moran, came off the track in his BMW 
race car. He grabbed me and threw me 
on the passenger side floor and drove 
me back to his pit stall.  It is safe to 
say I have spent much of my early life 
at racetracks, so it makes sense that I 
would be naturally drawn to fast cars.  
Fast-forward 30 years and here I am 
making the big jump from DE events 
to Club Racing.  I’ve been participating 
in DE’s for about 9 years now and have 
been a constant spectator and worker 
at the “Porsche Clash at the Glen,” and 
I can’t take it anymore.  I have to do 
this!!

When getting into club racing I found 
the first thing you have to do is see if 
you would even be eligible to race. PCA 
bases their approval on your medical 
history, track experience, and/or 
previous race experience.  I thankfully 
have progressed enough and, with 
the blessing of our chief instructor, 
“Father” John Hajny, I was given the 
opportunity to attend the rookie school 
on the Friday of the Porsche Clash.  If I 
can get through the practices and starts 
without taking myself or anyone else 
out then I am free to race on Saturday 
and Sunday.

Now for the most important thing, the 
car!  Many of you know my father 

Jack, who like all of us (except Skip), 
is obsessed with Porsches and brought 
me up in a house of 914s (until his 
unfortunate recent purchases of a 911 
and 986).  I guess I am the only 914 
purest left in the family. So, of course 
when my father asked me if I wanted a 
914 parts car to restore 8 years ago, I 
said yes.  To sum it up, the car started 
as a four cylinder and has gone through 
many transformations from show car 
to full-blown lightweight racecar.  I 
recommend to anyone who is thinking 
about trying club racing to first read 
the PCA Rule book on pca.org and see 
what class your car fits.  Most members 
today seem to own more modern P-cars, 
so it is safe that you could easily find a 
stock class to slide into.  Stock classes, 
while far from stock in my opinion, 
allow many members an easy entry 
into club racing with only the purchase 
of some safety equipment.  Of course, 
if you want to be competitive there are 
plenty of non-stock upgrades you can 
do to the cars.

My car is much too modified from 
original to fit into a stock class, so I am 
stuck driving in what PCA calls “Super 
Classes.”  Oh Super!! GT classes use 
a horsepower per liter formula to give 
you a performance index, which tells 
you what class you fall into.  For me, 
I was stuck on the high end of GT4.  
To run GT5, where my car would be 
more competitive, I would have to 
add 250lbs. of ballast to the car.  Add 
250 lbs. more weight and run much 
slower lap times?  Hmm... I ran track 
in college so I have a real problem with 
running slower lap times when I know 
myself and the car have so much more 
potential.  So, my decision to run GT4 
was set, get out the sawzall.  As my 
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father cringed and tried to stay supportive (show car guys are so weird), I ripped 
out every piece of useless parts.  I ended up losing well over 240 lbs. and giving 
the car a final weight of 1860 lbs. with 3 gallons of gas in the tank.

What I learned through this process is to lose weight it’s going to cost you money.  
You can rip out carpets, and trim pieces, but to really get the weight down you 
have to buy fiberglass lids, a lightweight starter, a racing battery, lexan windows, 
and the list goes on.

I have to say I am very happy with how the car has turned out, and I cannot wait to 
drive it at my first DE to see the improvements.  Thanks to all the PCA members 
who have talked me into making the leap and given me guidance through this 
process, and especially to my dad, mom, and wife.  See you all at the track and 
Godspeed!                 RL

On the scales and ready to show Wayne Kunkel that 914’s are fast!!
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The Roving Curmudgeon 
Strikes Again… By Joe Holzer

A week ago as I wrote this a 
cascading disaster started with 
the earth moving.  In some 

circles, sadly no longer mine, the idea 
that “the earth moved for me” would be 
taken as a compliment.  Unfortunately, 
not this time.  I have been paying more 
than casual attention to the goings 
on along the eastern coast of Japan.  
Clearly, as a humanist (are engineers 
allowed to claim such genealogy?), 
my first concern is for those directly 
affected – lost family members or 
having their lives completely disrupted 
in ways my problems can only 
seem puny by comparison, however 
overwhelming they may seem to me 
at the moment.  My relative tsunami is 
but a garden hose left running too long 
in that light.

Although I have no specific Nuclear 
Power expertise, as an engineer I have 
been a long-term advocate with the 
caveat that it be well thought through.  
So I was disturbed to hear that there were 
four reactors, three running at the time 
and one down for fuel rod replacement, 
and that NONE of them was capable 
of surviving an (admittedly) strong 
quake in an area where they are all but 
predictable, and the ensuing tsunami 
it caused for the land where the term, 
itself, originated.

In their cases, it was not the quake 
rupturing the containment systems, 
nor really the tsunami which was the 
root cause of the problems they are 
now experiencing.  MORE water, as 
would come with a tsunami, should 

increase the cooling.  But the problem 
is the cascading dependencies of the 
systems involved; to keep any thermal 
generator from overheating you must 
cool it, and that depends on continuous 
pumping and a source for coolant, 
which depends on a drive mechanism 
for that pumping, which depends on 
a fuel it can use, and so on.  You all 
saw the problem demonstrated by the 
supposed “fuel crisis” of 2007 when 
a shortage of low-sulfur diesel fuel 
in the US led to enormous spikes in 
prices.  There was no shortage of 
feedstock.  There was a profit margin 
driven shortage of refiners willing to 
make the stuff because to decide to 
do so was to bring upon them onerous 
costs for EPA upgrades throughout the 
plant, not just for that fuel.  So, instead 
of rational market driven forces we had 
government-imposed forces tilting the 
marketplace table at the edges.

Make no mistake; I breathe the air and 
want my water drinkable and want my 
great grandchildren to be able to see all 
the same species I can find on PBS, and 
in environments we can all share while 
still enjoying the reasons we WANT to 
live, like the simple pleasures of posted 
unlimited speeds on the Autobahn, and 
hoping for the decision on CAFÉ to 
be driven by market reality instead of 
the ideology of the politicos du jour. 
Congress spent so much effort trying to 
negotiate from the powerful naysayers 
only to get a law which didn’t really 
address the original problem in the 
first place.  Such is, and sure seems 
inevitably will be, SOP in Washington.  
But I digress.

My curmudgeonly rant is about the fact 
that ALL the cooling systems at the 
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nuclear plant in Japan failed for the same 
reason. How is it nobody contemplated 
a backup cooling system higher up the 
hill, which could be rapidly switched in 
for the destroyed system on the coast?  
Every first year engineering student in 
nuclear knows that cooling must be 
continuous or it melts to a Cleveland 
syndrome (like China, but opposite 
Japan here) like a Boxster with a water/
oil heat exchanger failure.

The real reason is the same as 
discovered by the 9/11 Commission – 
a failure of vision and a poo-pooing 
of those who suggested the emperor 
might be less than fully clothed.  I 
was contacted by a recruiter recently 
who seemed dismayed that my résumé 
did not show all my clients, their 
chronology in order, and exactly what I 
did for them, so he could show it to his 
clients who were competitors for the 
most recent two years’ worth.  I asked 
him whether, if they needed a physics 
expert, they would hire someone who 
flunked school.  “Of course not” was 
his reply, to which I pointed out that 
Albert Einstein flunked, not because 
he was wrong, but because he didn’t 
tell them what they wanted to hear.  
Coming from manufacturing, I am 
well versed in JIT, one of the concepts 
which was developed by the Japanese 
which has come to be referred to as 
“The Toyota System”, and which 
stands for “Just In Time,” the concept 
of minimizing inventory storage and 
carrying costs by assuring the supplier 
provides the component at exactly the 
time it is needed for production.

So I was bemused to see the sudden 
and volatile stock market response to 
the Japan situation, and the recognition 

that the interconnectedness and global 
dependencies for production will mean 
that not just Priuses, but perhaps even 
Porsches will have to sit awaiting 
parts, thereby depriving their makers 
of revenue since you wouldn’t buy a 
$100K Porsche missing the $3 flash 
memory needed to make the ECU 
work.  As a manufacturing project 
manager, I can freely admit that my 
first inclination when I heard about 
“JIT” was to think “Junk In Transit,” 
because that is a real corollary also.  
Remember all the cars shipped with 
defective parts, which the dealers were 
then expected to fix so the production 
line could continue unabated?  No?  
Haven’t owned a British car yet, huh?

So here’s MY prognostication for the 
Japan catastrophe impact.  Far from 
being a reason the stock market should 
drop precipitously, I expect the smart 
people will realize it is akin to war, 
which ALWAYS boosts economies.  
Hopefully, the sad victims of this 
disaster will not feel they need to shoot 
back, which may limit the absolute 
waste somewhat.  With some luck the 
engineers at TEPCO will get the crisis 
in control.  With a little more luck 
the Japanese, who have demonstrated 
a rare ability to be pragmatic in the 
face of uncertainty, but are ALWAYS 
searching for improvement, will learn 
the lesson for teasing Mom Nature – 
she is a bitch you don’t want to tease 
often.  And maybe they will look for 
some whacky free thinkers like me 
to consider the “what ifs” and frame 
advice in terms of “Things that must at 
all times be kept in mind.”  They can’t 
eliminate earthquakes, nor predict 
their relative strength.  They can’t 
predict how far the wave will come 
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inland.  But, they CAN predict with 
certainty that quakes will occur, and 
that tsunamis will occur, and that fuel 
deliveries can be interrupted, and that 
coolant will leak out if cracks develop 
and yada yada.

Sure, a lot of infrastructure was taken 
out, and insurers will be paying a lot 
of claims.  That is their business, and 
Japan is the third biggest economy on 
the planet, while being little larger than 
our smallest state.  So future insurance 
premiums will be a little higher, but not 
that much.  And just think of what the 
fixing of all that will do for Japanese 
unemployment.  And by globalization, 
maybe somebody will decide I ain’t 
quite as crazy as they might have 
thought before the earth moved for 
them, too.   RL

The Mitch and Rick Show: 
2011 Winter Tech Session 
By Joyce Gladle

They did it again!  Mitch 
VanNordstrand and Rick 
Dobush put on another fine 

event for CNY members on March 12.

Rick, owner and operator of R & D 
Automotive, German car specialists 
and often referred to as “The Bavarian 
Rocket Scientists,” traveled from his 
shop in Albany on Friday to get set up 
for our CNY Winter Tech Session.  By 
the time CNY members started arriving 
on Saturday morning, Rick had Gene 
Selden’s 2000 996 apart and waiting 
to be the center of attention during the 
tech session.

Rick demonstrated the LN Engineering 
technique of replacing the intermediate 
shaft bearing as well as replacement of 
the air-oil separator. This demonstration 
garnered great interest as our CNY 
members gathered under the car and 
around Rick’s work surface to observe 
the procedure.  CNY motor heads 
and wannabe motor heads alike were 
fixated on the process.  There were 
ample hands-on opportunities for one 
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and all who wished to get some oil and grease on their hands while examining the 
996 parts.  What more could you possibly want on a winter’s Saturday morning?

Mitch’s garage/shop never ceases to be a source of entertainment for his CNY 
guests.  Once again this year there were several Porsche projects to study and lots 
of Porsches to drool over.  Bob Chevako’s late 1951 356 was on display.  The car 
is in the process of restoration.  It has the one-piece “bent window” windshield, 
which was formally introduced in 1952 and which replaced the windshields with 
the metal frame in the center separating the 2 portions of the windshield.  The car 
originally had a 1300 cc engine and raced in SCCA G-Production classes.  The 
car was mounted on a rotisserie on its side providing a unique opportunity for us 
to see the pan and under workings of this iconic automobile.  This prompted lots 
of comments and questions and allowed us to see another stage in the restoration 
of this great old car.

As is their custom, Beth and Mitch provided a delicious Dinosaur Bar and Grill 
bar-b-que lunch for us.  We, in turn, donated toward their favorite local charity, 
the DeRuyter Food Bank.  Our members generously donated $734 to be given to 
the Food Bank as well as many bags of non-perishable food and supplies.  Mitch 
has told us in the past how very much these donations mean to this excellent 
organization.  We thank the attendees for their generosity.

Our sincere thanks to Mitch for hosting this event and to Rick for donating his 
time and expertise for the betterment of CNY PCA.  You are both very much 
appreciated.  Also our thanks to Gene Selden for the loan of his beautiful Porsche 
and to Floyd Wood for his time and work to help set up the event.           RL

CNYers at Mitch VanOstrand’s 2011 Winter Tech Session. Photo 
taken by Brian Parker using the Gladle’s camera (No, really!)
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Porsche: A History in Formula 1and Formula 2
By Herr Professor Helmut von Hair, The leading Porsche historical authority 
in CNY-PCA (perhaps in the entire world)

With history taking place this year at Watkins Glen International in the 
form of a year-long celebration of the 20 years that Formula 1 Grand 
Prix racing took place at our home track, I thought it would be fun to 

take a closer look at Porsche’s participation in the pinnacle of motor racing.

The emphasis for Porsche to be involved in Formula 1 and 2 racing sprang 
simultaneously from several directions.  The sports cars and the sports racing car 
program were having great success.  The pushrod engines in the smaller classes, 
under 2 liters, were flying high.  The Fuhrman double-overhead-cam motor was 
becoming more powerful and significant improvements were being made in its 
reliability.  The cars from Stuttgart were gaining in name recognition and soon 
there was a buyer’s waiting list for production Porsches.  

Sales and marketing wanted to go F-1 and F-2 because they recognized that 
positive exposure would increase sales.  Porsche finally acknowledged the 
concept that you “win on Sunday and sell on Monday.”  A strong showing in 
Formula racing would add to the glory and growing success of the Porsche sport 
racing cars.  Porsche was already gaining ground on the big road racing circuits, 
hill climbs and even posted positive rally results.  It was at this point that their 
sports racing cars became known as the “giant killers.”  This moniker was true as 
the cars from Stuttgart were beating cars with twice (and sometimes nearly three 
times) the engine displacement of the little Porsches.  The decision was made and 
Porsche went to work on their effort to be very successful in Formula racing.

Remember, in the beginning it was a somewhat humble effort.  The great French 
driver, Jean Behra, worked with Porsche to build the center seat RSK.  He 
competed in both F-1 and F-2 with the 1500 cc and the 2-liter, flat 4s.  The car did 
indeed show potential.  It was a full envelope body and Porsche soon realized that 
a true tube frame, open wheel car had to be quickly designed.

As early as 1957, Edgar Barth took a first and Count Carel de Beaufort took third in 
the F-2 German Grand Prix.  That was followed up with a win by Joakim Bonnier 
and a second by Wolfgang von Trips in the 1960 German F-2GP.  However, it 
was in the F-1 division that Porsche targeted their main effort for 1961-1962.  To 
get where they needed to be would take a new open wheel car and more power.  
Under the direction of the engineering staff now lead by Hans Tomala, Porsche 
was finally able to close some of the power gap with the development of the new 
eight cylinder boxer motor.  

As a side note:  A secondary reason for building the eight-cylinder motor was the 
sheer excitement that was being felt at Porsche.  The new motor would also benefit 
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their sports racing cars.  There was even 
a brief moment when they considered 
putting an eight-cylinder motor in a 
GT model that was just hitting the 
design boards.  That consideration, 
however, was resolved in 1963 when a 
six cylinder motor was mounted in the 
new Type 901, later designated the 911.  
Something new had to be in place to 
replace the aging 356 as its sales began 
to fall short of the number necessary to 
keep Porsche financially healthy. 

Now back to the F-1 part of this history.  
Porsche was thrilled with the driver 
line up it had at that point.  The factory 
had top billing with the likes of Dan 
Gurney, von Tripps, Bonnier, Herrmann 
and Behra.  Even Stirling Moss came 
to test and drive the Porsche formula 
racers.  There was also a privateer from 
Holland who joined Porsche’s ranks.  
He was a giant of a man at 6’ 7”.  His 
car was painted orange, the national 
color of Holland.  He was Count Carel 
Godin de Beaufort.  There will be more 
about these greats later in the article.  

So it was decided in early 1959 that, 
with this depth of talent, the factory 
would proceed.  From that beginning 
year until the effort was halted by 
Ferry Porsche, himself, early in l963, 
the factory and the drivers gave it their 
all.  Success was a fleeting thing and 
although the Formula 2 effort proved 
somewhat more successful overall, 
the competition in both divisions was 
enormous.  Just think for a moment, 
Porsche was competing against the 
likes of Ferrari, Cooper, BRM, Lotus 
and Lola, marques already deep in 
Formula 1 competition.   

Finally it happened!  Dan Gurney drove 
the Formula 1 Porsche to victory in the 

French Grand Prix at the Rouen-Les 
Essarts circuit on July 8, 1962.  It was a 
double celebration as this was Gurney’s 
first F-1 win as well.  For Porsche, this 
was their first and only F-1 victory.  A 
little-known fact is that Dan Gurney in 
a Porsche won a second F-1 race that 
year.  Unfortunately, it was a non-point 
race at the famous Solitude circuit 
outside Stuttgart.

During these glorious days of racing 
and this little factory’s great effort, 
much money was being spent and 
too few positive results were being 
seen in sales.  This fact, coupled with 
massive investments in the new 911 
and a Porsche/VW partnership for 
the mid-engine 914 cars, demanded 
that a quick decision be made.  Ferry 
Porsche and the Board of Directors felt 
it was not wise to continue the racing 
effort and that they must return to 
manufacturing street cars for the good 
of the company.  

Thus, the gallant plan came to an end.  
There were other victories and podium 
finishes for Porsche in Formula racing 
but they came too seldom and were too 
few.  Thus, Porsche brought the curtain 
down on F-1 and F-2 racing.

Note: My wit and wisdom are 
unquestioned.  Others are best described 
by the phrase: “Artificial intelligence is 
no match for natural stupidity.”

P.S. – I must stop now because I am 
getting an “I have too much knowledge” 
headache.   RL
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Tech Tactics Report 2011 
By Baxter Rhodes

In spite of the recent re-awakening 
of Ol’ Man Winter, spring is just 
around the corner Sure, the sun’s 

rays, when we see the sun, are warmer 
day by day but the cardinal sign for us 
“Gear Heads” is the notice it is time for 
Tech Tactics.

Our Zone One held this event now 
for many years in Springfield, 
Massachusetts before moving it to 
Danbury, Connecticut. Recent years 
have been quite trying in a continuing, 
dwindling response resulting from 
declining interest in the membership 
of the Zone. My seat-of-the-pants 
explanation was that the new Porsches 
ever increasing complexity along with 
a substantial change in the market for 
the marque have together reduced the 
interest for attendees and, frankly, the 
need for such clinics as latest models 
are truly beyond the mechanical 
proclivities of the folks that have 
routinely showed up for this event. 
Over the years the event had lost the 
annual report from the tire guys and 
a variety of vendors like Victor’s 
VAS Enterprises and Bob’s Stable 
Energies who had lent much support 
to the event…and then the Farnbacher-
Loles catastrophe that nearly killed it. 
Through all a few enthusiasts did not 
want it to die. Pete Tremper, the veteran 
MC of the event, went to bat with, I 
am sure, other big wigs in PCA to get 
Porsche NA more involved in support 
of this event, arranging last year for the 
Danbury dealer to host Tech Tactics at 
the last moment. This crunch evolved 
in what I would call the rebirth of the 
event to the delight of the faithful.

I attended the 2011 Tech Tactics held 
this March in the Porsche East Coast 
Parts Depot and Technician Training 
Facility in Easton, Pennsylvania and 
hosted under the combined auspices 
of PCA national and Porsche NA. 
Needless to say, the facility is huge 
with multiple classrooms for on-hands 
training and vast storage areas for the 
parts. Porsche NA’s plant distribution 
guru took groups of us at lunchtime on 
a tour of the parts depot, explaining the 
facility’s ergonomic layout, the systems 
used to stock and distribute the parts 
even to the explanation of the unique 
features that make the building a totally 
green facility.

This year’s one-day program was 
arranged into four unique groupings 
of presentations with different 
combinations of speakers and topics 
giving attendees personal choices in 
advance according to their unique 
interests. Upon arrival at the facility 
we were greeted by the familiar face 
of Betty Tremper, who is always on 
deck for our Zone One check-ins. 
There we received our first-class name 
badge and PCNA lavaliere, like the 
ones we receive at Parade, with a color 
sticker denoting our chosen group. The 
program began in the large classroom, 
bringing together all participants for 
an introduction to the plan of the day 
followed by the inimitable Jim Newton 
with his leadoff quizzes and stories 
of unbelievable restoration. We then 
broke out for our chosen one-hour 
morning lecture programs in the tech 
areas professionally led by old favorites 
like Joel Reiser, and John Paterek 
augmented by a large percentage of 
experts from the Porsche tech-training 
cadre. Wow, were they sharp!
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After two one-hour sessions we broke for lunch and tours, then returned to the 
large classroom for the factory aspect of the event by Dr. Frank Walliser, the man 
in overall charge of development of the 918 Sports Car that is making its debut. 
Obviously, he is a brilliant engineer, but what a great speaker given to weaving 
humor into his presentations while being coy with his responses to questions from 
the audience. If you ever have the opportunity to hear him speak, take it…. he is 
that good!

Once again after his talk we broke out into more individual presentations and then 
a closing assembly for a Q and A of all the presenters followed by the generous 
distribution of new 918 posters and the gift of a large, official Colors of Porsche 
2011 Calendar compliments of Porsche NA.

This event, now a national event, was labeled the Charter Tech Tactics under the 
auspices of PCA/PCNA. Pete Tremper was once again given the responsibility of 
continuing to head the event as well as a sister event to be held on the west coast at 
the Porsche West Coast Parts Depot, also annually under the same management. 
This year’s one day event had to be repeated for a second day as the registration 
demanded. While I am sure there will be modifications to come but certainly Tech 
Tactics will be able to continue with what this new combo has put into it. Might 
I suggest that next year you plan to attend, so watch the Redline and Pano for the 
announcement.                 RL

Site of the 2011 Tech Tactics: The Porsche East Coast Parts 
Depot and Technician Training Facility in Easton, Pennsylvania. 
Photo courtesy of Peter Moy, NNJR Region
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A Stuttgart Adventure by Bill Hayman

Although this visit occurred in 2010, the story is worth repeating. My wife, 
Chrystal, thought we were just going skiing. We did ski, but arrangements 
changed as soon as I realized how close Stuttgart was to our destination 

in Austria. Our planned flight into Munich was changed to Stuttgart. In addition 
to skiing, we could also include a visit to the new Porsche Museum.  And so, 
our overnight flight from Montreal put us in Stuttgart by mid-morning. An hour 
later, we were circling Porscheplatz and were awestruck by the new museum that 
dominates the landscape.

Porsche acquired most of the land and buildings around Porscheplatz over the past 
several decades. The facilities as headquarters for their management, production, 
sales and service, and all are located in an odd collection of old and new buildings 
of various architectural. The new museum, unlike anything previously built, is 
a massive structure that appears to float in the air. It is a striking work of art 
that leaves drivers passing through Zuffenhausen with no doubt as to where they 
are. Although many people drive past the museum, many stop to visit. Annual 
attendance, anticipated to be 200,000, exceeded one-half million in the first year.

Cost overruns nearly doubled the original estimate. The final cost of 100 million 
Euros was a hefty sum for a building that displays only 80 cars, but wow, what a 
building and what a collection of cars! Visitors will see a wide range of road and 
race Porsches from the first 356 thru the latest 911 Turbo. With only 80 places for 
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cars, Porsche does not display every significant car in the their collection at one 
time. Thus by rotating cars, the museum is assured of repeat visits from Porsche 
fans wanting to see more.

And there is more. For Porsche enthusiasts doing research, the Museum devoted 
6,000 square feet to their archives where they can find an enormous collection of 
Porsche records and history that includes 2.5 million pictures, 1,500 hours of film, 
and over 3,000 books on all things Porsche and automotive.

Opposite side top of page: The Porsche Museum in Stuttgart. 
Above: The author next to the original Boxster design show car. 
Photo courtesy of Bill Hayman.

Want a cup of coffee to go with a fresh pastry? How about a coffee shop with a 
glass wall overlooking a 10-bay restoration and service shop located inside the 
museum? Visitors can sip a cappuccino while viewing master mechanics at work 
on museum cars. Want something more substantial to eat? The Christophorus 
Restaurant seats you at the top and front center of the building’s frontal glass 
expanse for a grand view over Porscheplatz and all the Porsche facilities. Dining 
is expensive there, but here is a tip: make your reservation for lunch instead of 
dinner and you’ll enjoy an equally fine gourmet meal that is somewhat more 
reasonable.

After Chrystal and I enjoyed such a lunch, being sleep deprived and facing a 
3-hour drive, it was time for us to head south where we did enjoy a week of skiing 
in Austria. The skiing was super and all was going well until we learned our return 
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flight had been rescheduled and delayed one week due to the volcanic ash over 
Europe. Following the old adage, when handed lemons, make lemonade.

The bonus week gave us a few more days of skiing and to stay a couple of mid-
week days in Stuttgart that allowed us to schedule a Porsche factory tour one day 
and visit the Mercedes Benz Museum on another. If given the opportunity to visit 
both museums, take our advice, tour Porsche first then Mercedes. The Mercedes 
museum offers far more than an exhibit of cars. It presents a 120-year history 
of the automobile. Of course, the displays featured many of the most beautiful 
cars ever built and, to our pleasant surprise, the Mercedes Museum experience is 
interesting even for the non-enthusiast.

On the morning before our rescheduled flight, air travels over Europe resumed 
and our return flight was confirmed. We pent our last day enjoying a little relaxed 
sightseeing in downtown Stuttgart. What a pleasant surprise. Contrary to our 
earlier impression of a dull industrial city, we found the pedestrian area to be a 
warm, friendly, vibrant urban center, where people gathered with their families for 
shopping, walking, and sidewalk dining. As we sat into the evening at a sidewalk 
café, I was sad to think that such a scene was so hard to imagine in most US cities, 
yet so common in Europe. Stuttgart is a great place to visit, and just like the PCA, 
“It’s not just the cars, it’s the people.”              RL

Chrystal enjoying a break for lunch at the Porsche Museum 
restaurant. The Porsche factory dealership outside in background. 
Photo courtesy of Bill Hayman.
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Kritzler Comes out of the 
Closet By Bill Kritzler

Yes, I have hung back in the shadows, 
cowardly living a lie as one after 
another of my fellow Club members 
came forwarded and admitted to the 
world that they had owned…a Rambler. 
There, I’ve said it. But before you 
condemn me, listen to my story.

It all started in the summer of 1959, 
the year I graduated from High School. 
I had worked for several years at the 
fast food counter of the local private 
swimming pool and had amassed the 
relatively unheard of figure of $900 
to pay my first year college tuition 
at St. Joe’s College (you know – the 
basketball school). One day in June, the 
phone rang. It was someone announcing 
I had won a four-year scholarship to St. 
Joe’s based on my academic record 
at St. Joe’s Prep where I had busted 
my hump for four years studying and 
compiling a 96.4 GPA. I accepted and 
promptly went out and blew my $900 
on a 1956 Ford Custom 2-door sedan 
in sky blue and white. It had seat belts, 
padded dash and a not-so-hot six-
cylinder engine. Life was good…for a 
while. 

Fast forward a few years. Quickly 
I learned that my Ford was not all I 
had imagined. It surely had had the 
odometer turned back and some major 
rot cleverly disguised by sections of 
Life magazine covers glued to the body 
and spray painted over. I discovered 
these upon the first washing. Soon a 
rod bearing went, then a main. And 
as you know, 60K was a lot of miles 
in those days – generator – voltage 

regulator (remember how you used to 
have to polarize VRs in those days? 
[I still have the “jumper wire” 
in my toolbox! Ed.]) – fuel pump – 
shocks…you get the picture.

Enter Julie, my fiancée and soon to be 
wife. I had wooed her in that little Ford 
and had actually proposed to her in it. It 
happened while we were cruisin’ down 
Roosevelt Boulevard in North Philly 
at the Red Lion Road red light. You 
cannot say that I am not a Romantic!! 
Like most young ladies, image was 
important to her. You know how it was 
– chick magnets and all that.

A few months before the wedding, 
the clutch went on the Ford. Years 
later I replaced several clutches – no 
problem – but in those days I knew 
little of car mechanics and my mother 
was deathly allergic to grease. Let 
us just say that her house was two 
notches above immaculate. She grew 
up in a German section of Baltimore 
in a house with four marble steps out 
front which had to be scrubbed twice 
daily. You get the picture. So, on my 
father’s advice, I traded my little Ford 
for a 1960 PINK 4-door automatic 
(You know – push buttons down low 
on the dash conveniently just out of 
reach, requiring you to take your eyes 
off the road to shift and vestigial fins) 
RA_BLER Six. PINK mind you 
(AMC called it “Festival Rose” but it 
sure as hell looked PINK to me.). I call 
it a RA_BLER because the “M” was 
gone from the grille. Anyway, proud 
as punch, I drove it over to my Julie’s 
house to impress her. I impressed her 
all right. Had her in tears. She was not 
too happy. Well, she finally did agree 
not to call off the wedding. Eventually 
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she could even bring herself to talk about it and we not so affectionately named it 
“THE PINK PIG” (PP).

Those of you who have made the same mistake know some of the design foibles 
of RA_BLERs. First, the cooling design of the engine is inadequate so that the 
#6 cylinder runs HOT, which causes the exhaust valve to burn up, like quick!!! 
That happened to our PP. Second, there was a ball bearing in the differential that 
gets loose if you ever remove an axle, like to replace a wheel bearing seal, and 
eventually it locks up the differential. That happened. The best part of this failure 
was that it happened on our way to a wedding near NYC early on a Saturday 
morning somewhere in the middle of nowhere on Rte. 15 (no I-84 in those days).  
Finally, the front suspension trunnion U-Joints were made of inferior material or 
were overlooked at lube time and would eventually fail, usually on cornering. 
(Many a RA_BLER could be found on the side of the road in those days with a 
front wheel tucked neatly under the body). That happened too!!!

A couple years of this purgatory finally ended when a DWI smashed the PP but 
good about 2am one Saturday morning, totaling it as it was parked in front of our 
apartment in Boston. We took the insurance money ($150 I believe) and ran off to 
buy a repo 1966 289 CID Mustang ragtop with only 5K on it.

So, there you have it. I know I am diminished in your eyes. I know it was a sordid 
business. But am I not more to be pitied than censured? Am I not purged of this 
damnable stain by my eventual purchase of a 911S? Can I lift my head and walk 
in the sun again? Whata ya say?               RL
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A Lesson in Why Not to Run Your Porsche Off The Road 
By Chuck Gladle

Shunt, wreck, accident – no matter what you call it – it isn’t a good thing. John 
Hajny drew a crowd to his Redline Rennsport Services shop on Saturday, April 2 
to school the attendees on body damage and repair.

Thirty-two interested members watched and listened as John pointed out the 
unfortunate results of an off-track excursion at a Watkins Glen Divers’ Ed, which 
resulted in a too-close encounter with the infamous WGI blue Armco by an 
otherwise pristine 944 Turbo.

John opened his program with comments about the most important aspects of 
a Drivers’ Education event. John explained in detail why the student’s vehicle 
awareness was the key to any future success in high speed driving.

Then it was on to the mechanics of repairing a damaged vehicle.  John provided 
our members with the opportunity to see, feel and truly understand the chain 
reaction of damage to a car as a result of a collision.  Using the 944 as a virtual 
classroom, he took us through a step-by-step plan for repair and adjustment of the 
damage to the front left corner of this car.  The session was greatly enhanced by 
our opportunity to see the damage first hand as John explained in detail the correct 
way to straighten and repair the car.

Great pizza, beverages and delicious desserts, compliments of Betty Ann Kochis, 
rounded out a great Saturday afternoon. We were pleased to meet several new 
members making this Tech Session an even bigger success for CNY.  We hope to 
see them at many events in the future.

Our thanks go out to John for an interesting and informative program.           RL

CNYers listen to John Hajny talk about repairing “off-road 
excursions.” Photo courtesy of Chuck Gladle.
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Zone 1 and National News

It’s 
about 

Friends!

We need friends for the 
2011 Zone 1 Porsche 
Clash Club Race at 

Watkins Glen May 27-29, 
2011 (Memorial Day Weekend)

The Clash brings lots of people to one of the best tracks in the United States! This 
is a chance to see a lot of your friends and to make new ones. We need you and 
your friends as volunteers. It is the volunteers that make this a great event! We ask 
that you volunteer at least a full morning or afternoon. What do you, your friends, 
loved ones, any one you could bring with you get?

Every volunteer will get a surprise gift and:

Work two times Dinner the nights you work 
(Thursday, Friday or Saturday)

Work three times or all day 
Sunday

A $100 Zone one Gift Certificate 
(handed out every evening)

Work on Sunday A Clash mug or Cap (TBD)

Remember it’s not the cars; it’s the people that make PCA!

There is no deadline for signing up. If you show up at the track Thursday late 
afternoon/evening May 26th to Sunday May 29th, we can use your help! There is 
an online form to fill out to volunteer (the online form will close the Tuesday or 
Wednesday before the event or earlier if we fill every volunteer slot).

Thursday volunteering starts after 3 PM. On other days morning volunteers need 
to be on site by 7:30 AM and afternoon volunteers need to be onsite by 12:30 PM. 
After visiting the Registration office, everyone needs to visit the volunteer center 
at the front of the garages to get checked in.
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Listed below are descriptions of where we need YOU! NOTE: we need 1 person 
per 5 cars on the grid, this means a LOT of people will be working grid.

Registration:
This happens at the Registration building on the northwest corner outside of 
the track. Everyone must stop here and get a wristband to get into the track. 
Registration involves ensuring everyone signs the waiver. This is a very busy 
place Thursday afternoon and Friday morning.

Garage Administration:
This is the Administration of the race. Driver registration, hot pit passes, pullovers, 
copies, radios, race results from tower are faxed here for copying and distribution. 
Volunteer assignments and paperwork is also handled here and every volunteer 
must sign in every day here! 

Tech Inspection:
The job here involves working with the National PCA Technical Scrutineers. 
Cars are weighed, checked over for modifications, or problems. This is done in 
the first bays of the garage. 

Timing & Scoring:
Although the race is timed and scored with computers and in-car radio 
transponders, a paper trail is needed, too. Volunteers write down the car numbers 
as they pass the start/finish line. This is done from the top of the tower where you 
can see most of the track AND YOU ARE INSIDE. 

Grid:
All the cars are “parked” along the grid prior to the start. The grid is behind the 
garage over by the turns 10, 11, and entry to the front straight. The volunteer at 
the start of the grid tells the drivers their grid number. Volunteers along the way 
direct drivers into their grid slot or point them farther down the grid. This job 
starts BEFORE the race; you need to be at the grid at least 15 minutes before the 
start of racing! This position is LOUD and you also need to be alert for moving 
cars. 

Enduro Pit Monitor:

The job involves working for the National PCA Scrutineers to insure safety in the 
pits during the enduro. At this time, it is thought that National Timing will handle 
the enduro pit timing and we do not have provide extra volunteers to do enduro 
pit timing.The National Scrutineers will hold a meeting and review what they 
want this group to do. This group only works on Sunday. 

If any of this sounds of interest to you, we’d love to have you join in the fun. For 
additional information, including the online form check out http://clash.tobe.com 
You’ll be glad you did.
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Zone 1 Rally and Concours
Well it’s time to think about Spring! Reach under your car covers, loosen those 
trickle chargers, and shake off the remnants of that winter malaise. The Annual 
Zone 1 Concours & Rally returns to CVR the weekend of May 14th & 15th, 2011 
for its 32nd year.  Weekend activities will include a Rally and a Full & People’s 
Choice Concours.

This event is geared for both the novice as well as experienced PCA member 
alike, offering something for everyone to enjoy.  Centered around 2 host hotels, 
the Crowne Plaza and the Heritage Hotel in Southbury, CT, this event is not to be 
missed.

Your destination on Saturday May 14th is the Heritage Hotel in Southbury CT.   
Saturday begins with early morning registration at the Heritage Hotel, followed 
by the Rally preview, and then you’re off to match speed and wit against the tricks 
of the Rallymaster’s stock and trade. The rally route should take about 2-2 1/2 
hours.  Yes, it’s all in good fun and the Saturday evening dinner at the Crowne 
Plaza is not to be missed. 

The Concours on Sunday, May 15th will be held at the nearby Oxford Airport.  
Bring your favorite car prep potion and both host hotels will provide a designated 
area for the soap & hose brigade. The benefit of this venue is that there is ample 
indoor space is available should weather not be in our favor. 

For those of you who may want to explore the surrounding towns, nearby 
Woodbury, founded in 1673, retains the traditional appearance and ambiance of 
colonial New England, complete with historic homes and renowned antique shops.  
Looking for good food along the way?  Try Zagat recommended Good New Café 
or the traditional Curtis House, or try the coffee and lemon meringue tarts at the 
Ovens of France pastry shop at 660 Main Street.  Even if you don’t participate in 
the Saturday Rally, the route takes drivers into the quaint village of Kent, a not to 
be missed Rally halfway point, a vibrant meld of country life and bohemia.  

Registration opens on clubregistration.net on April 7, 2011 and will close on 
May 11, 2011. 

Final schedule and sample concours score sheet for the weekend will be emailed 
to participants. 

Hotel information:

The Heritage Inn (room block rate will be available after April 14): www.
heritagesouthbury.com, code: pca or porsche;  

Crowne Plaza: www.southburycrowne.com.

WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU THERE!
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Zone 1 Spring Concours and Rally
May 14 & 15, 2011 - Southbury, CT

Heritage Inn Hotel           Crowne Plaza Hotel

Registration Form 
Fees:

Concours & Rally $40
Concours only  $35
Late registration  $45  (after May11th)  
Dinner Sat. May 14 $40/per  (includes tax & tips)

Registration: 

Name:___________________________________________________________

Email address:_____________________________________________________

Car: Year:________      Model: ____________________________________

Concours:  Full OR People’s choice

Rally:          Novice/Unequipped OR Equipped

# Persons dinner: _____

Registration can be done by:  mail or www.clubregistration.net

Mailing info & ck to registrar: Dr. Kelly Trusheim
    24 Old Barlow Mtn. Rd.
    Ridgefield, Ct 06877

Make checks payable to: Zone 1 PCA

Questions: contact Kelly Trusheim, ktrusheim@hotmail.com 
203-438-5544 (home)
Updates: visit www.zone1.pca.org
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2011 Zone 1 Clash
Zone 1 PCA is bringing Club Racing to the Glen on May 27 - 29, 2011, 
hosting the 11th Annual Porsche Clash at the Glen. Bring your friends 
and family for a fun, exciting weekend of Porsche racing, with two Sprint 
races for each race group on Saturday and 90-minute Enduros on Sunday!  
 

We’ll have commemorative jackets for all entrants and a Saturday night 
dinner will be available for a small fee. Door prizes and sprint race awards 
will be distributed at this dinner. Extra dinner tickets may be purchased 
in advance. Directions, Maps and Hotel information can be found at 
http://www.theglen.com. Garages will be available for rental on a first-
come, first-served basis for $150/half and $300/full for the three days.  
 

For those who would like to have some extra track time at the Glen before the 
event, the Metro NY Region will be holding a Driver’s Education event on 
Wednesday & Thursday, May 25th and 26th, the two days immediately prior. 
Information concerning this separate Driver Education event can be found on 
the Metro NY PCA website at http://www.metronypca.org or by contacting 
the Metro DE registrar, Dave Hartman, at metrodereg@optonline.net. 
 

On Thursday we’ll have at-track race registration starting at 4 PM & tech inspection 
from 4:30 to 7 PM to process the large number of participants quickly and efficiently to 
reduce the Friday morning crowd. All at-track registration will be done at the Watkins 
Glen Registration Building up the hill from the track entrance. The Registration 
building will be open all three days for drivers and crew to get event credentials. 
 

Each driver must fully complete registration on http://www.Clubregistration.net, 
including the Medical and Emergency Contact forms, for entry. A Racer’s Biography 
is optional, but highly recommended. To be eligible to enter a Sunday enduro, the 
car MUST also be entered in the Saturday sprint race. Entry in the Saturday sprint 
races is not required for the second driver sharing a car in the enduro. A mandatory 
5-minute pit stop is required during the enduro, although the same driver can drive 
the entire enduro if he/she chooses to. For the Friday and Saturday sprint races, 
a second driver of the same car will result in one of the two drivers being classed 
up to allow the car to race in two race groups. All Entrants are required to have a 
current PCA Club Racing License (Completed license application forms must be 
received by the Club Racing Program Coordinator three weeks prior to the event). 
 
Registration opens April 11th at 9 PM CDT. All registrations must be received 
no later than May 20th, 2011! We plan to fill up each group with as many cars 
as the track will allow. If your particular race group is filled to the maximum at 
the time of receiving your registration and prior to May 20th, your name will 
be wait-listed. All stand-by entrants will be contacted immediately should a slot 
become available. There will be absolutely no new registration at the track! Final 
cancellation date to get a refund is May 18, 2011. See you at the Glen!
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Zone 1 48 Hours of Watkins Glen 
Driver’s Education 

June 17, 18 & 19, 2011
Watkins Glen International is the continuation of a road racing tradition dating 
back to 1948, when sports cars raced on the 6.6 mile course through the village 
of Watkins Glen. The permanent road course was built in 1956 and has remained 
the home of a great racing tradition for 55 years. For more information about the 
track visit www.theglen.com

The 37th annual version of the Zone 1 - 48 Hours will consist of “Instructor Day” 
on Friday, June 17 followed by a traditional DE format on Saturday and Sunday. 
Come and drive with PCA members from the entire Zone and beyond. PCA 
National Instructor Training is available on Friday for those who qualify with 
a referral from their region’s chief instructor. The cost of the event is $260 per 
entrant. To register for the event, log onto www.clubregistration.net and search for 
Porsche Club of America (“PCA”), Zone 1. Porsches only!

As always, Registration will open on April 15. At 1:00 AM EST. Payment will 
be via credit card only through www.clubregistration.net. We are no longer using 
Paypal™.

For further information, contact your local track chair or email Lou Dauerer at 
LDauerer@aol.com

“I wouldn’t admit this to just anyone, Gary, but I really prefer air-
cooled to water-cooled Porsches!” John Hajny and Gary Kaczowka 
at the 2011 Winter Tech Session. Photo courtesy of Bill Noroski.
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So, what is this Parade Concours thing all about?
By Cole Scrogham

That title question really seems to be the most common thing asked by new 
Parade attendees…what is this Concours thing all about? Well, I guess it might be 
considered one of those questions where the answer depends on your perspective.  
If you have an autocross perspective, then the “Q-tippers” are slightly off their 
rocker and the display is just a nice way to spend the day before the autocross starts 
(other than the race cars on display of course!). To the Rally folks, the display is 
a little more palatable, but if you are going to spend that much time with your car 
you should at least include a few calculations to correlate the speedometer with 
your GPS. I’m not even going to discuss the Tech Quiz only crowd…

The Concours can be as simple or as complicated as you like, from a nice display 
of Porsches to enjoy on a beautiful summer day to the last details of restoration 
perfection, and anywhere in between. The Parade Concours is the premier 
Concours event of the year for PCA; a truly awesome display of over 60 years of 
Porsche history in America and beyond. The Parade location this year is Savannah, 
Georgia, a charming destination city that is sure to provide you with your fill of 
pralines and peanuts once you have had enough of the Concours.

For the first time in the Park’s history, an automotive display will be allowed on 
these grounds, courtesy of the 2011 Parade Concours. Porsche Club of America 
members will stroll the lawns and gardens festooned with possibly the finest 
display of Porsches in Parade history.  Reds, Blues, Yellows and Blacks will add 
to the Green of Forsyth Park, as Porsches in all shapes and sizes converge on the 
grounds. The Monday event is open to the public and will be buzzing with activity 
all day long.

Featuring over a hundred cars, the Concours will display competitive vehicles 
in classes, divisions and groups in four major areas: Preparation, Preservation, 
Restoration and Performance. The crowd favorite Historic Display should feel 
right at home in this location as well! And if competition is not your thing, the 
Corral is another possibility.  Several hundred Porsches will be displayed (grouped 
by model) in the non-competitive Corral.  To join this collection of Porsches, you 
just need to submit a regular entry to the Parade before registration closes…but if 
you can’t bring your Porsche and want to view the Concours, just bring yourself 
as this event is open to the public.

The four groups of cars are grouped in roughly the following criteria (memorize 
this to impress any innocent bystander at Forsyth Park that asks the “What’s this 
Concours thing all about…” question!):

Preparation-This is the group comprised of mostly newer cars, they are being 
judged on how well prepared they are (ie-clean). There is not so much emphasis 
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on originality as how completely free of dirt the car is, so watch out for those 
Q-tips!
Preservation-This group is the opposite of Preparation, it is reserved for cars that 
have been faithfully maintained and kept original over many years, so you will see 
mostly older Porsches here with decades of careful care and attention. Cleanliness 
is not so important, but all of the original bits and pieces certainly are!
Restoration-This group is made up of cars that have been restored to their original 
condition. This time consuming process is evaluated by experienced teams of 
judges, some of whom actually remember what these cars looked like when they 
were new! Cleanliness and originality are judged, making this group a difficult 
proposition for entrants, so thankfully there are cars judged in Touring (top only) 
and Full (top and bottom of the car is judged).
Performance-This group of cars ranges from all out racers to modified street cars, 
most of them “personalized” to their owner’s liking. You will see a lot of variety 
in this group, which is judged on cleanliness only and feature highly modified and 
performance oriented Porsches.

I hope that little refresher course on the Parade Competition Rules helps you spot 
the different groups at the Concours, and make more sense of the myriad of awards 
and trophies at the banquet. You can also browse the Porsche Corral and Historic 
Display for cars that are not competing, but certainly add a lot to the display. Feel 
free to come a day or so early and enjoy the prep area (air-conditioned!) in the 
convention center and see all the work that goes on behind the scenes of our Day 
at the Concours!

Won’t you join us there?  For more information see parade2011.pca.org
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Die 2011 CNY, Zone 1, & PCA Kalender

     MAY
 1 Jeff Turco’s CNY Spring Rally - Dryden
 7 Cobweb Concours at Burdick - Cicero
 14-15 Zone 1 Rally & Concours - Southbury, Connecticut
 26-29 Porsche Clash Club Race - Watkins Glen

     JUNE
 17-19 Zone 1 48 Hours at The Glen (DE) - Watkins Glen
 19 Eurocar 2011 - Cazenovia

     JULY
 10 Tech Session at Chris & Cathy White’s - Marietta
 31 CNY Autocross - (TBA)
 31-August 6 2011 Porsche Parade in Savannah, GA

     AUGUST
 13 Rolex Grand-AM Crown Royal 200 - Watkins Glen
 21 CNY Autocross - (TBA)
 28 Annual CNY Picnic - (TBA)

     SEPTEMBER
 9-11 Glenora Wine Cellars U.S. Vintage Grand Prix -
  Watkins Glen (Village AND Track)
 15-18 PCA Escape 2011 - Flagstaff, AZ

     OCTOBER
 7-9    CNY Fall Tour - Rhinebeck

 16 Lee Goodman’s CNY Fall Rally - Syracuse

     NOVEMBER
 19 Annual CNY Awards Banquet at the Hathaway
  House - McGraw (Solon)

     DECEMBER
 4 Christmas and Holiday Season Party - Joann & Rick  
  Holt’s
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CNY PCA 2011 Spring Rally
Our time to drive our Porsches has arrived!!  To kick off our driving events for 
2011, Jeff Turco is hosting our annual Spring Rally.

Jeff promises a fun and interesting rally through the hills and valleys of Tompkins 
County.  No tricks, no detours, no dirt roads -- just a great drive through the 
countryside!

Our rally will end at a local restaurant where we can quench our thirst and our 
hunger and find out how well we followed the rally directions.
 

2011 CNY PCA Spring Rally

WHEN:            May 1, 2011         11:00 AM  Registration      
                                                       11:30 PM   First Car Off

WHERE:          The Rally will start at the Dunkin’ Donuts, 36 North
                           Street (Route 13), Dryden, NY.  See map at:

http://www.mapquest.com/listings/Dunkin’_Donuts_Dryden_
NY_25885006?placement=results_org_map

COST:                    $10.00 per car.

BRING:  Clipboard, paper and pencil or pen

                            A non-perishable food or supply for the local Food Bank

RALLY’S END:  A local restaurant where we can chat and eat.
                                 
QUESTIONS:     Contact Jeff at (607) 844-8191 or e-mail to
                                jturco@twcny.rr.com
 
Jeff promises that you will enjoy some pretty countryside scenery and winding 
Porsche roads.  So do come out and join the fun!!
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2011 CNY PCA Cobweb Concours
and Service Clinic at Roger Burdick Porsche

Once again our friends at Roger Burdick Porsche are hosting our Spring Cobweb 
Concours and offering CNY members a complimentary Service Clinic.

This year’s event will be outside under a large tent, insuring cover in the event 
of inclement weather.  Roger Burdick Porsche has arranged for a special treat for 
us this year.  They will have two Porsche Hybrids available for us to test drive 
during the day.

The Service Clinic will include a complimentary service inspection of your 
Porsche, a thorough check of your car to be sure it is in good condition for the 
coming driving season.  You must pre-register with Burdick for this inspection 
(see instructions below).

2011 COBWEB CONCOURS 

When:  Saturday, May 7, 2011
Service Clinics run from 8:00 AM through early afternoon. 
Concours line up begins 9:00 AM. Porsches must be in place 
before 11:00 AM or will be “Display Only.” 
Concours Judging begins 11:30 AM.  CNY entrants will judge.

Where: Roger Burdick Driver’s Village, 5885 East Circle Drive, 
Cicero, New York  See http://www.driversvillage.com/ou/
cicero-porsche/?make=porsche for complete information and 
directions.

What: Concours Car Show – ONLY CNY members’ Porsches will 
participate in a People’s Choice Concours.  Visiting Porsches 
are welcome for “Display.”

Service Clinic – Must pre-register.  Call Burdick Porsche 
Service Department at (315) 699-2661 for an appointment.

Registration: Entrants MUST PRE-REGISTER by May 5 before 8:00 PM 
at jkingcaymans06@gmail.com or call (315) 637-5529 and 
leave a message. Please be sure to include your first and last 
name, total number of people attending (for lunch count), year 
and model (i.e., 1985 911) of the Porsche you are bringing.

Cost: $10.00 per person.  Covers lunch, Concours registration, 
awards (3 per class), plus lots of Porsche camaraderie.

This promises to be a premier event again this year! Dust off those cobwebs and 
come out for this fun event to start our 2011 Car Show season off with a bang and 
to see and drive the new Porsche Hybrid.
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The MG Car Club of Central New York invites you to

Eurocar  2011
 Featuring European Motorcars and Motorcycles

Father’s Day ~ Sunday, 19 June, 2011 ~ 9 AM to 3 PM
Lorenzo State Historic Site, Routes 13 & 20 Cazenovia, NY

Dash plaque & goody bag to the first 200 entries, door prizes for entrants, 
Music–food–vendors, Spectators free! A percentage of all show proceeds will be 
donated to the Food Bank of CNY. Presented in cooperation with NYS Office of 
Parks, Recreation & Historic Preservation. Details/registration also at: www.cny.
mgcarclub.com

*PLEASE NOTE FOLLOWING CHANGE TO JUDGING PROCESS*
Vehicles entered in the show will be judged by ALL participants.  As a result, 
judging will take place between 10:00 am and 1:00 pm. Therefore, we are 
requesting participants to have their vehicles on the field by 10:00. A judging 
sheet with instructions will be including in each participants registration packet.  
Vehicles to be judged must have tops up, trunks and hoods open.

EUROCAR CLASSES
A   Austin Healy 100-4, 100-6, 300 – all Jensen
B   Austin Healy Sprite / MG Midget – Spridget
C   MG T  Series
D   MGA 1500,1600,1622,MKII,Deluxe,Twin Cam
E   MGB / C, MGB /GT Chrome Bumper
F   MGB, MGB / GT Rubber Bumper to 1980 
G  Triumph TR2,3,3A,3B,TR4,4A,250,Spitfire
H  Triumph TR6, GT6, GT7, TR8
 I   Jaguar XK120, XK 140, XK150
 J   Jaguar E Type
K.  British Sports Coupes, Morgan, Lotus etc., to 1991
L   British Luxury Jaguar, Rolls, Bentley, Rover to 1991
M. Fiat, Alfa Romeo and other Italian to 2001
N  Swedish Cars, Saab, Volvo to 2001
O  German Sports/Coupes and Luxury cars to 2001
P  Volkswagen Air Cooled – Beetle,Thing,Karmann Ghia, etc
Q  Porsche – 356
R  Porsche 911
S   Micro Cars And Classic Mini (Classic Mini to 1987)
T   Modern Mini
U   Exotic / Sports, Ferrari, Pantera Etc., to 2001
V   French & European Other             -including Modified & Replica to Present
W  All Motorcycles, Scooters, antique to 1991
X  Modern Motorcycles Scooters, 3 Wheelers to Present
Y  Contemporary   1991 to Present
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Memorabilia Contest

The Memorabilia Contest is open to entrants and the public. The contest is for 
European Car or Bike related items ONLY (art, original documents, crafted items, 
collectables, etc). Prizes to be awarded by popular vote. There is no charge to enter.  
No pre-show entry form. Just bring your item day of show, go to the Memorabilia 
tent and fill out the short entry form. The tent will be staffed all day for security 
and you will receive a ticket stub for after show pickup.

Eurocar Show Vehicle Entry Form

Name ___________________________Year______ Make_________________
Address__________________________Model_________ Judging class______
City _________________________State ______Zip______Phone___________  
Car club affiliation _______________________________________________

Return to: Tom Lynch  Pre-register by June 13th:  $7 per entry
    6951 Harp Rd  Day of Show:   $15 per entry
    Canastota, NY 13032 Checks payable to:    MGCCCNY

I agree to release & discharge from any liability, losses or damages, the show 
staff, officers, management & all others connected to this event of the MG Car 
Club of CNY, Lorenzo State Historic Site and the State of NY. This release must 
be signed before entry to the field.
Signature____________________________________date_________________

~ Awards not mailed ~ for sale window signs on field-maximum 8 ½ x 11” ~
~ For the best chance for being judged, please must be on the field by 10:00 ~ 
~Tops up, hoods & trunks open for judging ~
Questions about Eurocar entries? 315-697-5456
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Hot Off the Press
CNY PCA Member Badges Now Available

Our long-awaited CNY PCA member name badges are ready to be ordered.  They 
are a black base with a raised medallion of our club logo and the member’s name, 
Central New York Region and Porsche Club of America engraved in gold.  They 
have a magnetic back to protect your garments.  They look really sharp.  (See 
example below.)

The cost is $5.00 each.  Please fill out the form below and send to me with 
payment at: Joyce Gladle, 5280 County Road 11, Rushville, NY 14544 or email 
me at gladleja@aol.com with the exact way you want your name to appear on 
your badge.

CNY PCA NAME BADGE ORDER FORM:

NAME ________________________________________________________
(As you want it to appear on your badge)

NAME - ADDITIONAL BADGES __________________________________
(For family members, etc.)

$5.00 each badge.  CNY PCA is subsidizing the balance of the cost of the badge.
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The Redline Market
The Redline Market is a free service for PCA members.  Ads run for two issues. 
A $10 fee is required to continue the ad an additional two issues. A $10 fee/
issue is also required for all non-Porsche related ads or for ads placed by non-
PCA members. The maximum length is 50 words and all sales ads must include 
an asking price(s). Send your ads to REDLINE REPORT, c/o Skip Testut, 873 
Taughannock Blvd., Ithaca, NY 14850 or testut@ithaca.edu

FOR SALE: 4 - 15 x 6 944 rims mounted and balanced with R-compound 
Hoosiers 215/60 x 15. These tires have 2 autocrosses and 2 days at a DE on them. 
Lots of tread for an R-compound cuz I don’t slide thru corners!  $800.  
4 - 15 x 5.5 911 “Cookie Cutter” rims (1972) with rock hard Hoosiers that are 15 
year old. $200.  Wayne Kunkel 315-685-0091 lotusrpv@aol.com

FOR SALE: Very nice, 1980 European 911 SC.  Petrol Blue Metallic/Black 
Leather.  <115,000 miles. BBS gold wheels, Recaro seats, Oil fed chain 
tensioners, Bilstein sport shocks, SSI heat exchangers, Dansk SS Sport muffler, 
Heater system, Ignition, Shock tower brace, Bra, plus many additional upgrades. 
NADA Avg. $19,100; High $25,700.  Asking $18,000, OBO.   John 607-734-5868  
JMFarley50@aol.com (1)
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NICK ORSO’S
BODY  SHOP  AND SERVICE CENTER

“THE FINEST IN COLLISION REPAIR”

638 WEST GENESEE  STREET
syRACUsE, nEW yORK  13204

COMPLETE COLLISION SERVICE - 24 HR. TOWING
aLIGNMENT aNd SuSPENSION REPaIR

SuBSTITuTE VEHICLES

LOCAL CALLS 471-85-21
TOLL FREE  24-7 at 1-877-NICK ORSO (642-5677)

NOW OFFERING NITROGEN TIRE INFLATION 
AND SONIC WHEEL BALANCING

SEE WWW.NITROFILLNOW.COM FOR DETAILS

FREE NICK ORSO AUTO CLUB MEMEBERSHIP!!!

VISIT US ON THE WEB
WWW.nickorso.com

QUESTIONS OR CONTACT US BY EMAIL…
NICkORSO@gMAIL.COM
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